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Abstract 
In this thesis we developed a hybrid recommendation engine for a travel company and web mining is used to 

gather data for making recommendations. Also we gave a general architecture for recommendation engines and 

tried to map our implemented recommendation engine to this architecture. Specialty of our recommender is that it 

only depends on the implicit feedbacks of the users which are gathered through the web logs. Besides that it 

incorporated contextual information into the recommendation process. Many of the traditional recommenders based 

on the explicit feedback of the users; however in many cases users are reluctant against giving explicit feedbacks 

such as rating; therefore we want to solve this problem by making recommendations based on the navigation 

behavior of the users which is learned through the web logs. This information consists of the users’ search 

keywords, items the users clicked on etc. Also we believe that contextual information such as type of a day has a role 

while making recommendations; but many of the traditional recommenders didn’t consider context; so in this thesis 

one of our goal is to see the affect of context information for the recommendations. We implemented our product for 

the online travel company Bizztravel and we evaluated our system by means of hit accuracy and step reduction 

metrics and gave our results, presented our conclusions in the end of the thesis.  
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1 Introduction 
In the last two decades internet became the main knowledge base for any kind of 

information ranging from academic work to industrial applications. It is still growing with a very 

high pace which results in a new problem for the users of the internet. Because of the high 

volume of information resides in the web, users need assistance in finding what they are seeking 

for.  Especially in the last decade to solve the problem of finding relevant information; many 

research have been done and still going on in the areas of information retrieval, recommender 

systems, adaptive systems, web and data mining. Recommender systems started to be widely 

used by emerging e-commerce applications for assisting their users to get use of their ever 

increasing resources. For increasing the customer satisfaction even more personalization 

techniques began to gain much attention from academic and industrial environments. 

Recommender systems are started to be used for fulfilling each user’s needs by taking 

several issues into considerations; such as user’s demographic information and history of 

transactions, content of the items and resources such as web pages, news, songs, movies etc. web 

logs which keeps the hidden trails that the users left while navigating in the web. Recently on top 

of these used information contextual information such as time, place are incorporated into the 

recommendation process. 

In the past, according to the information that is used in the recommendation process, 

recommendation systems are separated into several categories. The most famous ones were, 

content-based filtering, collaborative filtering, hybrid-approaches. Most of these approaches 

were relying on the explicit feedback of the users. However in many situations either from trust 

issues or just because of laziness, users are not prone to give feedback. Even more importantly, 

most of the time, the users of the systems are anonymous. This requires modifications in the 

methods mentioned above such as addition of implicit feedback. Therefore recommenders started 

to be separated according to which type of data they base their recommendations i.e. whether 

implicit, explicit or both of it. Otherwise there are more or less well-established recommendation 

techniques for explicit-feedback based recommendation systems such as Item-to-Item, User-to-

User based methods; but with the usage of implicit feedback in the recommendation process 

these algorithms needs modification such as determination of user interest from the implicit 

feedback and overcoming the unreliable nature of implicit feedbacks. 

Evaluation of the recommendations is another important issue. This is quite a difficult 

task especially because of the nature of the recommendation process. Even though it is a very 

subjective concept, for applying it in computer science objective methodologies are needed as it 

is said that “If you can’t measure it don’t do it”. This mentality leads to using different metric 

dimensions for evaluating the effectiveness of the recommendations. The most emphasized 

metric dimensions are accuracy and coverage. These two were the ones used widely in the early 

researches on this field.  

In principal these systems try to predict whether the user will like or dislike an item they 

didn’t see, and this prediction based on the previous transactions of users. Therefore in theory the 

evaluations of these techniques are quite simple; such as in hit accuracy technique; the data set is 

separated into training and test data set. Then the recommender is trained with the training set; 

after that recommendation engine tries to predict the ratings of users for the test set and compare 

the predictions with the real results of the users. In the end number of correct prediction divided 

by the number of total prediction gives the hit accuracy of the recommendation engine.  
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However soon enough, it is seen that these metrics were missing crucial points such as 

the evaluation of recommending new items. User studies showed that users favor receiving 

unexpected items from recommendation engines [8, 9]. Therefore new metric dimensions are 

started to be used such as serendipity and diversity [7].  

Also the usability of popular evaluation techniques such as hit accuracy for implicit-

feedback based recommendations is in doubt. Because this evaluation technique needs to know 

the real ratings of items given by users to compare the predictions; but in implicit-based 

feedbacks ratings are not known. Therefore for these techniques to be applicable; the measure of 

user interest on an item should be determined precisely in these systems. Some examples of this 

approach could be using number of clicks on an item or time spent on a particular item for 

measuring how much the user liked the item. 

As a result, researchers come up with a solution to the problem of measuring user ratings 

without getting explicit feedback and it is web mining. Web mining is the most popular 

technique for collecting implicit feedbacks by analyzing the web logs which reveals the users’ 

navigational behavior. From these data; how much the user spend on an item, how many times 

the user clicked on an item, what kind of a route lead the user to this item can be computed and 

these information is used in determination of the users’ interest on items. 

Web mining can be separated into three categories. These are web content mining, web 

structure mining and web usage mining. All of this three techniques have its own application 

areas, but in aggregation they can be used to discover useful information from the content of the 

web pages, build underlying link structure of the web site which can be used for calculating 

similarity between different web sites [1] and for extracting useful navigational patterns which 

would be used for modeling the users’ navigational behaviors. Web mining gets use of many 

machine learning techniques such as clustering, association rule mining etc. for extracting these 

information. 

In this thesis our goal is seeing the affects of using different kind of recommendation 

techniques such as content-based, collaborative-filtering, context-based recommendations in an 

application where the users are anonymous and we retrieve all the information about the users 

through web mining. We want to see how the anonymous user nature and implicit feedback 

affects the performance of these techniques and which technique is most suitable for making 

recommendations to anonymous user based applications. 

1.1 Project Definition 

 

In this master project we developed a hybrid recommender engine for the company 

named Adversitement. Main goal of our work is developing a recommendation engine which is 

based on usage of implicit feedback and anonymous users. This product will be used by 

Bizztravel which is a customer of company Adversitement that helped me in my project by 

letting me use their applications to do web mining. Apart from this implementation a generic 

architecture for a recommender engine to be used in e-commerce applications is given. In our 

implementation we focused on improving recommendations based on implicit feedback. Details 

of the project, architecture, motivation behind this work and overview of the company will be 

given in the rest of this part. 
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1.1.1 Company Information: Adversitement  

Adversitement is an e-marketing consultancy specialized in web analytics. Web analytics 

is the reporting and analysis of the usage data of web sites to understand the customers, visitors 

of these web sites better. Then according to the outcome of web analytics, web sites optimization 

considering the business goal of the web sites can be made. For doing web analytics, huge 

amount of usage data is collected which tracks the user actions in the web sites such as which 

pages they visited, how did they access to this site, etc. Then statistical analysis is applied to this 

data for understanding the behavior of users, server traffics, and this knowledge could be used to 

optimize server traffic, web site navigation, etc. 

So far Adversitement is only making statistical analysis on the web logs for using it in 

web analytics. However, these data can be even more useful by applying advanced techniques. 

There are many machine learning techniques such as association rules, clustering, pattern 

analysis which could use this data for extracting important knowledge about the user behavior, 

interests, etc. This information could be easily used in recommender engines for adapting the 

websites according to the needs and preferences of the users.  

With this project, Adversitement exactly plans to do that, extending their business 

coverage by developing recommendation engines for their customers. As they already have huge 

amount of web usage data and a developed web mining framework to use these data, they are 

ready for working on a project like this. We will try to use this framework for collecting web 

data and will try to improve it by applying more advanced techniques such as item-to-item 

filtering, pattern analysis beside statistical analysis. Then we will develop our recommender 

system on top of this framework. 

1.1.2 Customer Information: Bizztravel 

Bizztravel is one of the customers of Adversitement which uses their experience in web 

analytics for improving their website. Bizztravel is one of the many travel companies in 

Netherlands which tries to sell holiday packages to their customer through internet. They have 

different web sites for different type of holidays and one of these applications is BeachMaster.nl 

which is a web site for selling summer holiday packages. Their main customer segment consists 

of students and young people and they sell holiday packages from all over the countries located 

near Mediterranean.  

As there are many other web site which sells travel packages Bizztravel wants to become 

better than its rivals. They believe that by using a recommendation engine they can improve their 

sales and can help their customers in searching a holiday. By using recommendation engines 

they can show the best results to their customers and get advantage over their competitors. 

Also as their application based on anonymous user; we decided to implement a 

recommender engine suited to the anonymous users. Even though recommendation engines 

become very popular in internet right now thanks to big applications such as Amazon; Last.fm 

these applications relies on identified users but there aren’t many applications based on 

anonymous user and uses recommendation engines. Therefore this application will give us a 

chance to see how to apply recommendation strategies for anonymous users. 

The current application based on search mechanism. In the web site there are several 

search facets which the users can use for making searches on several features such as 

Destination, Price, Departure Date, Number of Travelers, etc. Then the results are displayed to 

the user in an information retrieval fashion where items are filtered out according to the given 

search keywords. Bizztravel wants to improve its application by displaying recommended items 
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beside these search results. With this engine they want to increase the number of customers who 

stays in the website until they reach the order step instead of leaving the site after search step. 

This goal is illustrated in Figure 1 

 
Figure 1: Improving the Conversion of Customers From Search Step to Order Step 

1.1.3 Details of Recommendation Engine 

Our recommender engine used a hybrid model. It is composed of content-based, 

collaborative-based filtering with a knowledge-based component. In addition to these 

components, it also uses contextual information such as week day type. Instead of relying on 

explicit feedback of the users which is the standard way in traditional recommendation engines, 

we tried to exploit implicit feedback from the web usage data that resides in web logs. As the 

application we worked with is an anonymous user based application; we made modifications in 

the techniques that are used for explicit-feedback based applications. 

To illustrate how our hybrid model works we will give an example of it here. First of all 

according to the actions of users which could be either clicking on a holiday package or making 

a search for holiday we choose the most similar items according to the current user model. So 

let’s assume the user clicked on a holiday in Greece; our recommender will first recommend an 

item to user which is the most similar item to this holiday according to our item-to-item 

algorithm. We do this to give more importance to the last action of the user. Then the rest of the 

recommendations will be based on the history of the users. Some of these recommendations will 

be the one most similar to the user model according to our content based filtering and others will 

be the one most similar to collaborative model. Our last recommendation will be chosen from the 

knowledge base component. For example if in our knowledge component algorithm there is a 

rule such as “if the user is searching for holiday in Greece recommend the item GR2009”; 

GR2009 will be displayed as the last recommendation to user. The main idea of knowledge 

based component is to give a chance to Bizztravel to control the recommendation process by 

giving more importance to particular holiday packages. 

As mentioned earlier, the main method for learning user behavior and preferences is done 

through web mining. We did user modeling based on the items user clicked, the search keywords 

the user used, and from where the user came to the application (from Google, by bookmark, 

etc.). Then according to the user model, proper recommendation algorithms are used to improve 

the qualities of recommendations. 

1.1.4 Methodology of our Project 

In our implementation we applied goal-oriented approach, rather than data-driven 

approach [54]. In goal-oriented approach, first the metrics that will be used in the evaluation of 

the system should be chosen. Then according to these metrics, items (web page, news, images, 

travel packages, etc.) that will be recommended to users should be determined. User modeling 
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and recommendation strategies that will be used in the system should be selected for delivering 

these items. Finally the relevant data for building the user profiles and making recommendations 

should be collected. So here is our approach in the implementation of the recommendation 

engine for the travel web sites. 

• Metrics to be used: The main goal of the companies are increasing their sale revenues, so 

therefore the main metric for our recommendation engine will be number of visits that ends 

with a purchase. However for evaluating this we need to run our engine in live environment 

but this is not possible because of time limitations. Therefore hit accuracy metric will be used 

for determining how well our engine is predicting items that users will be interested in. In the 

future when the application starts to be used in Bizztravel, sales happening through 

recommendations would be a better performance indicator for our engine or measuring the 

increase in the conversion from search step to order step might be another good indicator. 

• Recommended Items: We recommend holiday packages to our users which would be most 

interesting for them according to their user model. 

• User Modeling Techniques: User modeling is based on the implicit feedbacks of the users. 

Implicit feedbacks could be search keywords, destination of holiday, and number of 

travelers, referrer page, items the user viewed, etc.  

• Recommendation Strategies: Combination of Content-based, collaborative filtering, web 

mining and knowledge-based reasoning is applied as a recommendation strategy. In addition 

the contextual information is integrated into the recommendations. Content-based is based on 

item similarities according to the item features. Collaborative filtering techniques are used 

for holiday recommendations according to the items user clicked on and keywords they used 

in their searches. Web mining techniques are used for learning the actions of users in the web 

site. Knowledge-based component is composed of campaigns and promotions that are 

entered by Bizztravel. Apart from these techniques, contextual information such as weather 

conditions, price of holiday packages, number of travelers, etc. are used to improve the 

quality of recommendations. However because of time limitations only day type is directly 

used in the recommendation process whereas other contextual information is used implicitly 

through the algorithm based on search terms. 

• Data Collection: Web usage data of the users are collected. This data apart from standard 

fields such as IP-Address, referrer-field, browser, request time, etc. consist of user feedback 

such as search keywords, holiday destination. Adversitement has already advanced data pre-

processing techniques for identifying sessions and this will helped us a lot in the web mining 

phase. 

1.1.5 Motivation for the Project and Methods 

After explaining our methodology, we want to show why we applied these methods and worked 

on this project. In the rest of this section our main motivation behind this project will be given. 

In the last decade it is seen that e-commerce applications, news portals, basically web-based 

applications need an efficient mechanism for providing all of their services, products and 

contents to users. Because of the huge number of content, users of these applications need 

assistance while using them. Every user only wants to see content that they are interested in or 

even worse they even themselves don’t know what they are looking for exactly and they want to 

see items (pages, products, services, news etc.) which might be interesting for them. This 

requires the contents of the applications to be adapted to the needs of the users. Web 

recommenders are the solution for this problem, and started to be used widely in many 
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applications such as Amazon, Netflix and Last.fm which are the leading companies in their 

markets. Even these examples show that success of e-commerce applications heavily depends on 

the personalization capabilities. 

Because of the large variety of products, and increasing number of content in internet, 

finding something interesting or relevant turned into a difficult task. Especially this is the case 

for new released items. Recommender systems have been applied in various applications but 

most of these systems couldn’t succeed particularly well [11, 16]. This might be because of the 

fact that they rely on traditional recommendation methods such as content-base, collaborative 

filtering. Both of these techniques have their advantages and disadvantages; but their common 

disadvantage is that they can’t handle cold start problem i.e. not able to handle recommendation 

of new items in the systems or recommend items to new users.  

Another problem with the old recommender systems is that, they don’t take contextual 

information into account. However contextual information such as weather, companions, time 

should have a crucial part in recommender engines. Recommendation engines should imitate 

what people do in their practical life while making suggestions. People take context into account 

implicitly such as considering the companions of the recommended person or the importance of 

the day like the Valentine day while making suggestions and this kind of information need to be 

reflected on to the recommender systems for retrieving better results. 

The biggest problem of the traditional recommendation techniques is that they rely only on 

the explicit feedbacks users are giving. However many users are reluctant to give explicit 

feedback. In this case, systems have deficiencies in making recommendations because of the 

sparse rating data and missing user information. Especially collaborative filtering but also 

content-based filtering needs many ratings for every item even though the similarities between 

items can be computed with content based filtering but it also needs ratings for determining 

whether the user liked an item or not. This requires systems to have much more users than items 

so that items might receive more ratings and similarity computations between items would be 

more reliable. However in most of the applications this is not the case. Therefore pure usage of 

these techniques is not scalable to handle huge amount of content; because of performance 

issues.  

In this master project deficiencies encountered while working with recommendation systems 

such as cold-start problem, over-specialization, lack of feedback from users, working with sparse 

data-set is tried to be resolved. We proposed to solve these problems by developing a hybrid 

recommender system which takes contextual information into account while combining it with 

implicit feedback from users to create user models. Context information might solve these 

problems by making recommendations only based on context information such as recommending 

the most famous movies that are watched on Friday midnight to a new user or to a user who 

doesn’t give any feedback 

Demographic filtering can be used for solving the new user issue of the cold start problem. 

This information can be either retrieved by personal forms or again implicitly by analyzing the 

IP-address and understanding where the user came from. This information can be used to 

localize the application such as recommending items corresponding to the place user came from 

or automatically translating the language. For new users who started to use the system recently, 

there won’t be much data to make recommendations, however demographic information such as 

age, nationality could be a starting point for making recommendations to the new users. In our 

application as all the users will be anonymous and the customers are mainly from Netherlands 

and Belgium, demographic information was not applicable. However contextual information 
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such as referrer is used to make initial recommendations. Also by using implicit feedback; our 

system is able to determine interest of users automatically without waiting for explicit feedback 

of users; which partially helped us to deal with the cold start problem for new users. 

Using contextual information while making recommendations will be a cure against making 

unusable recommendations to users such as recommending a single person holiday to someone 

looking for a family holiday. This information will be used implicitly in our recommendation 

model thanks to our recommendation algorithms which based on search keywords that includes 

information about price, number of travelers which implicitly use contextual information. 

Knowledge-based component and content-based filtering are used for making associations 

between new items and old items in the system which will be a remedy for new item issue of the 

cold start problem. Domain experts, company employees will enter if-then rules to system for 

adding more value to certain products. These rules will be added to system through a GUI where 

the domain experts will enter the items and keywords that are related to these items such as 

Destination or Price Range. Then in the application when the user search a holiday with some 

destination which is related to a product in the knowledge-based component; the related item will 

be recommended to user. This information could also be used to recommend items which don’t 

have any user feedback. The screenshot of the GUI for adding campaigns and products can be 

seen in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: GUI for adding Campaigns 

Researches show that item based filtering techniques give better results than user-based 

recommenders. Therefore item-based techniques are used in the project. One of the well 

established methods for computation of the similarities of items is cosine metric, and we used it 

in this project. Actually we applied adjusted cosine similarity for considering the differences in 

user’s rating, i.e. 7 out of 10 for one user might be high and for other user it can be a low rating; 

therefore each user’s average rating should be considered in computing item similarities.  

As many of the recommender systems, our system is also composed of two phases that are; 

offline phase and online phase. In the offline phase analysis of the web logs, extraction of 

important information from these logs will be done by using web usage mining. In the online 

phase, user models will be made or will be updated according to the users’ current session, and 

according to the model, recommendations will be given to the users. 

By doing web usage mining, implicit feedback is gathered which contains valuable hidden 

information about user preferences. This information is our only source for user modeling; 

therefore web usage mining was an essential part in our project. 

To help readers, summary of the motivation of this project will be given in the next section 

by showing the problems of recommender engines and proposed solutions to these problems. 
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1.1.6 Problems of Current Recommendation Engines 

1. Pure recommendation techniques have several deficiencies such as: 

a. Over-Specialization: In content-based filtering users only receive 

recommendations that are similar to the items that they rated before. Novel item 

recommendation cannot be made because, recommendations only based on user 

profiles and social relations of users are not considered while making 

recommendations. 

b. Cold-Start Problem: New users can not receive good recommendations because 

they don’t give enough feedback for getting recommendations, similarly new 

items can’t be recommended as they are not rated by enough users. 

c. Computation-time Deficiencies: Most of the techniques are not scalable enough 

to handle large quantity of items.  

d. Explicit Feedback: Heavily relies on explicit user-feedback which users are 

reluctant to give. Therefore they can’t make proper recommendations with sparse 

data set. 

2. Contextual information such as weather, time etc. is not considered in recommendation 

process; however it is a fact that recommenders need to consider contextual information 

while making recommendations. 

1.1.7 Solutions 

1. Develop a hybrid recommender for compensating the deficiencies of pure techniques by 

mixing them. This recommender will use techniques such as collaborative, content-based, 

knowledge-based component beside contextual information. This approach might solve 

the following problems: 

a. Over specialization: By using collaborative filtering, this problem will be 

overcome by considering other users’ interests who have similar tastes to current 

user. 

b. Cold-Start Problem: As our system based on anonymous users, every user will 

be treated as new user and we will try to overcome new user problem by using 

previous transactions of users and trying to recommend items to new users 

according to the items they are interested in and search keywords that they used. 

So as soon as the new user clicked on an item or made a search; our system will 

be able to come up with recommendations by using the item similarity matrix or 

again by using the mapping between items and search keywords. New item 

problem will be solved by knowledge-based component and content-based 

filtering; but because the item space in our application doesn’t change frequently, 

this issue won’t be a serious problem in our project. 

c. Computation-time Deficiencies: Recommendation process is separated into two 

phases for solving this problem. It will consist of offline and online phases. In 

offline phase the data collection and processing will be made where as in the 

online phase user modeling will be done. Then according to the current user 

model and past transactions of the users, recommendations will be made based 

upon the recommendation model that is built in offline phase. 

d. Explicit Feedback: Implicit feedbacks from the users will be collected for user 

modeling by web usage mining. Web logs contain secret usage behaviors which 

could be used in user modeling. Apart from these logs, by analyzing the click-
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stream and session information, navigational behavior of the users will be 

extracted. 

2. While making recommendations, contextual information is incorporated into process, so 

that different recommendations will be made according to the context. For example some 

search parameters such as price, number of travelers will reveal items that are more 

suitable according to these parameters. So from the search queries of the users; we will 

get contextual and content information; whereas from the clicked items we will gain the 

content information. Then content and contextual information will be combined and 

recommendations will be presented to users. Also we will try to see how the user 

behavior changes in week and weekend days, and try to determine whether it makes 

sense to make recommendations based on day type or not.  

In Figure 3, the data flow of our recommendation engine and the mapping of search 

query to content and context information can be visualized. In the figure green objects 

represents resources related to users; blue object represent contextual information, red object 

represents the results shown to user and orange objects represents the modules related to 

recommendation process. Because of the time limitations; we only checked the affect of using 

week day type; but not able to check for the other context information such as price range. 

 

 
Figure 3: Data Flow of the Recommendation Engine (Mapping of User Model and Context to Algorithms) 

 

In the next part we will give our research focus in this project. 
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1.2 Research Focus 

1. Development of hybrid recommender which consists of collaborative, content-based and 

knowledge-based component that uses contextual information in the recommendation 

process while using implicit feedback in user modeling. 

2. Applying web usage mining for retrieving information and implicit feedback from usage 

data. 

3. Making recommendations purely based on anonymous-users and seeing how the 

performance of known techniques such as item-to-item filtering is affected by this. 

4. Determining new evaluation techniques for recommendation techniques that are based on 

anonymous users such as measuring the number of reduced step in search path of 

purchases. 

5. Incorporating contextual and content information into recommendation process and see 

how it affects the performance. Testing how the performance is affected by making 

recommendations based on day type. 

6. Determining a method for evaluating users’ interest level on items by using implicit 

feedback such as number of clicks, user events. 

1.3 Specialty of Project 

Much research has been done on recommendation engines. These researches covered 

algorithms to be used, how to improve recommendations, performance issues, etc. But common 

point of most of these researches is that they are based on explicit-feedback applications. 

However in our project we tried to see how the recommendations engines perform by depending 

only on implicit feedback and anonymous users. 

Anonymous users created many difficulties in recommendations as the main idea of 

recommendations is that recommending the best items to users according to their profile; but in 

our application the user profiles only depend on current session of the users and therefore 

profiles would be deficient to make proper recommendations. To avoid these difficulties we tried 

to apply techniques which determine item similarities and relations between search keywords 

and items.  

Also instead of depending on ratings we tried to find out what is the best indicator for 

understanding users’ interests on items. According to these indicators our engine determined 

which items users liked and didn’t like, then it recommends new items that are similar to liked 

items of the current user and items that are related to the search keywords of users. 

Another interesting thing about our project is the characteristic of our application. As it is a 

travel site where holiday packages are sold for summer vacations, it has a very different 

marketing strategy than famous applications such as Amazon, EBay. It is because in Bizztravel; 

customers don’t make transactions very frequently on the contrary most of the time they only 

make one purchase per season, as they don’t go on a holiday more than one time a season. 

However in famous applications; customers make much more transactions and they have a much 

larger item space than our application. Therefore for these famous applications making novel 

recommendations to users, showing interesting items to them is more important than 

recommending items that are obvious that the user would like.  

However for our application, the most important thing is to recommend items that would be 

most interesting for the users rather than surprising them. As a result of this observation in our 

engine, we tried to recommend items that are most suitable to current profile and hope that we 

would capture the attention of customers so that they won’t go to another website to search for 
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holiday packages. We chose this approach because there are many similar applications to 

Bizztravel and it is known that customers are searching holidays in several web sites and most 

important thing for Bizztravel is to not lose potential customers just because not showing an item 

in time. However for not falling into the trap of overspecialization; we used collaborative 

filtering algorithm to recommend items that are not corresponding to the exact search query. If 

we didn’t apply this mechanism; there wouldn’t be any point of using our system; because 

without the collaborative filtering algorithm; our system wouldn’t have much difference than a 

search engine which is currently employed by the application itself. 

1.4 Proposed Architecture 

Also we want to give a general architecture which is not only suited for anonymous users 

but could be applicable to any kind of application. Here is the generic architecture for 

recommendation engines which covers almost every aspect of recommendation strategies. 

Figure 4 can be separated into three parts; namely they are data sources, web mining and 

online modules. Data Sources consists of user and item databases which keeps information about 

these assets, and web logs which keep information about the usage data of the web site.  

Web usage mining module will use these web logs to extract useful information about users 

such as determining users’ interested items. This module will be executed offline as the 

computations in this phase cannot be done in real time and needs some preprocessing. The 

extracted information from the web logs will be combined with other data sources for user 

modeling.  
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Lastly in the online phase which is shown at the bottom of the Figure 4 will make the real 

recommendations by using the outcomes of offline phase and data sources besides using the 

knowledge based component, contextual information and the current user model. Knowledge 

based component will contain the business rules such as promotions, campaigns that are entered 

by the domain experts. Also recommendations for the anonymous users and identified users will 

be separated. Actually recommendations for the identified users will be extension of 

recommendations for anonymous users; as in the recommendations for identified users besides 

the resources that are used for anonymous users; user database will also be included in the 

process. 

 

 
Figure 4: Architecture for the Recommender Systems 

1.5 Results 

In our research we come up with several hit accuracy results trying different kind of 

algorithms under different context. In our trials we wanted to see how the performance changes 

according to the type of the algorithms used and we wanted to determine whether pure 

recommendation algorithms perform better than hybrid or not. We also wanted to see how the 

contextual information such as type of day whether it is a week day or weekend day, affects the 

recommendation process. 

We applied a hit accuracy evaluation technique that we will be described in details in the 

section 5. Results for the pure collaborative filtering algorithm were around 40% whereas the 

result for the hybrid recommender which combines collaborative filtering with content-based 

filtering is around 55%. These results support the superiority of hybrid recommenders over the 

pure algorithms. 

Other interesting result we obtained is that, contextual information that is the type of day has 

importance in the recommendation process and gives better performance when it is considered in 
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the model. Our results showed that when the recommendations are made with a recommender 

which is trained according to the type of the day, results are improved by 5-10% compared to 

recommender which uses all data without separating data according to the day type. 

Lastly we observed that our recommendation algorithm based on search terms makes around 

3 search step reduction. In this evaluation we tried to see when our recommender engine was 

recommending the purchased item to user while they are searching. And it is observed that in 

average our algorithm is reducing the search step by 3 searches where in average 10 searches 

happen in a purchase. This shows that our engine reduces the average search path by 30%. 

1.6 Guide for the Readers 

In this section we will explain the structure of our paper and try to guide our readers. In 

section Error! Reference source not found. we will explain the literature study we made before 

and during working on this project. We gave an overview of Web Personalization in section 2.1. 

Then we explained the current state of art for recommendation engines in section 2.2 and also 

explained the type of recommendation engines in sub chapters of that section. Related work 

about Web Usage mining which is the essence of our recommender is explained in section 2.3 

and in section 0 we gave examples of the projects which used recommendation engines.  

Our framework is given in Section 3. We explained the goals of our project in section 3.1 and 

section 3.2 summarizes our methodology for achieving these goals. In section 3.3 technical 

details of our working environment is given. 

In Section 4 we explained the development process of our thesis. Section 4.1 gives 

information about how we collected the data which is the first phase of web usage mining. Then 

in section 4.1.4 data analysis which is the second phase of the web usage mining is explained. 

Section 4.2 and its sub-sections give our design choices in our development such as assumptions 

we made in the development, how we determined the user interest, how we modeled users and 

items, choice of recommendation algorithms and usage of contextual information are all 

explained in this section. Details of the recommendation algorithms that we used in our system 

are explained in section 4.4. In 4.5 we tried to map our developed system to the architecture that 

we proposed for the ultimate recommendation engine.  

Section 5 explains our evaluation techniques and we gave our results in the subchapters of 

this section. Finally in section 6 we gave our conclusions about this master project and show 

possible directions for the future work in this project. 
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2 Background 
In this section we will describe what has been done so far in the area of recommendation 

engines and web personalization which covers recommendation engines and more. We will try to 

gain experience from what has been done so far and try not to fall into the pit-falls and improve 

current state of recommendation engines by applying our approach. 

2.1 Overview of Web Personalization 

Web personalization combines information about user data such as name, age, ratings 

users give to items with analysis of the users’ navigational behavior. We believe that, successful 

web personalization should combine methods of web mining, and traditional recommendation 

techniques with incorporating the contextual information, for the following reasons: 

• Neither pure explicit feedback based systems nor implicit feedback based systems are 

enough for modeling the decision making of users, which is required for effective 

recommendations.  

• Explicit-based approaches are not sufficient because of the fact of uses’ reluctance in 

giving explicit feedback. Contrary to pure explicit-based approaches, hybrid approaches 

could use little amount of explicit feedback such as ratings much more efficiently by 

combining it with implicit feedbacks. 

•  Implicit-based approaches are insufficient as most of the implicit feedbacks are not 

significant enough to use them in the recommendation approach. Also there aren’t 

suitable techniques for measuring the value of implicit feedbacks objectively. It is seen 

that many misinterpretations are made in the evaluation of the implicit feedback; 

therefore these implicit feedbacks should be supported by using explicit feedbacks.  

• In many applications such as recommendation of movies, contextual information is 

needed for coming up with the “right” recommendation. For example according to 

companion you will watch the movie, the recommendations would be totally different 

[6]. 

Next section will give an overview of the recommendation systems. It will describe the 

widely used recommendation techniques. We will give each technique’s overview and explain 

the advantages and disadvantages of them. 

2.2 Recommendation Systems 

 Actually what recommendation systems do, can be summarized as information filtering. 

Essentially they are filtering items (books, music, movies, news, images, web pages, travel 

packages, etc.) according to the needs and interests of each individual user. This is achieved by 

comparing users’ profiles with recommendation model that is built up by applying different 

filtration techniques such as content-based or collaborative.  

User model is composed of personal information such as age, sex, nationality etc. and 

preferences, interests of users. These preferences and interests can be gathered by asking 
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explicitly from users by means of internet forms, rating-based evaluations. But the more 

interesting part is gathering this information by implicit feedback which could be gathered by 

analyzing the usage behavior of users. As you can see, recommendation systems can be 

categorized into many different types according to the methods they use. This categorization can 

be made according to many aspects such as recommendation approach, data collection method, 

user profile generation etc. [10].  

In the following sections each of these aspects and their corresponding techniques will be 

elaborated. We will start by discussing recommendation approaches and we will first explain the 

content based approach. 

2.2.1 Content Based:  

It is based on measuring similarities between new items and items that users preferred in 

past. This preference can be measured in many ways such as whether user purchased the item or 

not, binary ratings such as good or bad, decimal rating based. Actually content-based 

recommenders try to predict ratings for un-rated items, and recommend the items to users that 

got the highest rating.  

So it can be seen that, this approach solely depends on the user profile which does not change 

frequently. One advantage of this property is that users most of the time don’t get 

recommendations that are not interesting for them. Because whatever they get as a 

recommendation supposed to be related with their interests as those recommendations based only 

on their preferences.  

This approach requires contents of items contain enough information which would 

distinguish them from each other. This requires items of these systems to have a structured data 

definition, so that they can be compared easily with each other. For example restaurants (food 

type, restaurant size, price, music type, etc.) can be stored in a structured data easily. However if 

the items are not suitable for storing in a structured data such as web pages with plain text, it is 

not convenient to use content-based filtering.  

Nevertheless there are still methods for converting these unstructured texts into structured 

format by applying conversion techniques such as stemming. Stemming is the method of 

extracting root of each word. For example it can extract the main meaning which is recommend 

behind the words of recommendation, recommending, recommender [11]. Then methods such as 

terms frequency (tf), terms frequency times inverse document frequency (tf*idf) can be used for 

comparing unstructured data. However this conversion still loses the context of the word used in, 

it also loses the relationship between words. For improving the accuracy with these kinds of 

items, natural language processing is needed. 

As content-based filtering only depend on user and item profiles, this prevents them 

recommending novel items, because profiles’ static nature. This leads to over-specialization 

which is one of the biggest problems of this approach. Users always receive similar 

recommendations to their current interests, so they don’t encounter with different items which 

could reveal their hidden interests. 

Another problem is the lack of desire for users to give feedback. In many applications users 

are unwilling to rate items, or give personal information. Of course this prevents content-based 

approach from making recommendations; because for building user profiles they need to interact 

with the user all the time, personal information of users, history of user transactions are needed. 

A common problem in many recommender systems is also seen in this approach. It can be 

named as new item problem, new items added to system can’t be recommended until users rate 
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these items; because they don’t have any rating in the beginning, there isn’t any basis for 

recommending these items. Possible partial solutions to this problem is predicting ratings 

according to the features of the item, or giving manual or random ratings while adding new items 

to system. 

There are many ways for learning user modeling. Creation of the user modeling is a type of 

classification learning. The main idea of the classification is to distinguish which items user 

“likes” and which items user “doesn’t like”. These distinctions mostly have done through using 

explicit feedbacks from users. However implicit feedback such as considering “purchase of a 

product” as a positive feedback can be also used. There are several machine learning methods 

which can be used for deciding on whether user will like the item or not. These are the following 

Decision Trees, Rule Induction, Nearest Neighbor Models, Relevance Feedback, Linear 

Classifiers, Probabilistic Methods and Naïve Bayes. 

• Decision Trees: It recursively partitions training data which is text documents into 

subgroups until, these groups contain only instance of a single class. These partitions are 

formed based on some distinctive features which are found out by using expected 

information gain function. They are particularly useful in classifying structured data; 

however same cannot be said for unstructured data. Its simplicity and understandability 

are the biggest advantages. 

• Rule Induction: It also recursively partitions the data into subgroups similar to decision 

trees. However its computation performance is better than decision trees as a 

consequence of post-pruning. It is also suitable for using in semi-structured or even 

unstructured text documents. 

• Nearest Neighbor Models: It stores all its training data in memory, and classifies the 

new items by comparing it with all stored items using a similarity function. Then it 

computes the “nearest k-neighbors”, and the new item is put into this neighborhood. For 

structured data, Euclidean distance metric is used whereas cosine similarity is used for 

vector space model. As it is a memory-based technique, it has computation deficiencies 

while working with large data sets. However, contrary to its simplicity, especially for the 

text classification it still competes particularly well with complex algorithms. 

• Relevance Feedback: It allows users to rate documents retrieved upon their queries. So 

the retrieval system, according to the feedback of the user, refines the initial query and 

come up with adapted results. Rocchio’s algorithm is widely used in relevance feedback 

algorithms. It modifies the initial query based on weighting relevant and non-relevant 

documents. Its idea is to incrementally get query closer to the cluster of relevant 

documents and get query away from the non-relevant document cluster. Empirical 

experiments have shown that this approach improves retrieval performance [12]. 

• Probabilistic Methods: While vector space models don’t have support from theoretical 

justifications, probabilistic methods seen much attention from that perspective. Naïve 

Bayesian classifier is one of the most popular examples of this approach. Researchers 
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have shown that Naïve Bayes performs very well in text classification [11]. There are two 

formulations used in Naive Bayes that are multivariate Bernoulli and the multinomial 

model. The first one works on top of structured data, and it assumes that every document 

is represented as a binary vector over the space of all words. So each element of the 

vector represents whether a word has occurred in the document or not, therefore it 

doesn’t consider word frequency. In contrary multinomial approach uses word frequency 

for classification of text documents. Empirical results shown that multinomial approach 

outperforms Bernoulli approach. Independent from the formulation used in Naïve Bayes 

algorithms, they are used widely in content-based applications and empirical results show 

that they perform very well. 

After giving the techniques used in content-based recommenders, the advantages and 

disadvantages of the approach will be given as a summary. 

Advantages: 

• Simple to understand, works very well for static preferences that doesn’t change 

frequently. 

• Based on well-established methods of information retrieval. 

• Users are not encountered with items unrelated to their interests. 

Disadvantages: 

• Users’ reluctance in giving explicit feedback. User modeling is the core of this 

approach and without user feedbacks; reliable user models cannot be constructed. 

Using implicit feedback can be seen as a remedy to this issue; however implicit 

feedback may easily mislead recommenders because of the high uncertainty of it 

compared to explicit feedback.  

• New item problem. New items cannot be recommended until they are rated by users. 

This reduces the coverage aspect of content-based systems. 

• Over-specialization. Users get recommendation only similar to items that they rated 

highly and they don’t receive any novel recommendation [14]. Therefore pure usage of 

this technique is not suitable in dynamic environments where interests of users, items 

change rapidly. 

• Content based approach needs a representation of items in terms of features of items. 

Items that cannot be represented in terms of features are not applicable to be used for 

content-based recommenders; because they need manual intervention to be used in 

recommenders. For example news can be automatically represented in terms of features 

by parsing, however representation of items such as movies, songs need manual 

intervention to represent them in feature sets which makes content-based applications 

not scalable for large item sets. 
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Content-based approach has several deficiencies and doesn’t perform well in many situations 

because of the fact that it only considers individual user item set. It focuses on what current user 

has done in the past, how he or she interacted with items, and according to this information, it 

tries to recommend similar items to user. However this approach misses a very important aspect 

that is the social interaction between people. It doesn’t exploit the fact that people who are 

interested in particular common items might have similar tastes and this similarity between users 

and other people’s opinions could be used in recommendation process. In the next section, 

contrary approaches to Content-Based filtering such as Collaborative Filtering that is based on 

opinions of other people will be elaborated. 

2.2.2 Collaborative Filtering 

Collaborative Filtering (CF) uses the opinions of other people in the recommendation 

process. Instead of focusing on only current user’s transactions and behaviors, it considers the 

opinions of other people who seem to have a similar taste with the current user. Most of the time 

similarity of taste is evaluated by considering the similar items the users have. Actually it bases 

on the observation that, people share opinions with each other, and they use these opinions while 

choosing their actions [16]. Therefore collaborative filtering can be called as a much more 

social-based recommendation approach, as it tries to mimic how people makes recommendations 

in real life.  

In real life, people use suggestions of other people for going out to cinema, or planning a 

holiday. Through the years, based on their experiences they started to trust more to the 

suggestions of their particular friends, and stopped getting recommendations from specific 

friends. In real life, this process contains tens of people, whereas with internet same procedure 

can be applied between thousands of people. Collaborative Filtering tries to exploit the 

information processed in the huge social network of the internet.  

According to [16] CF can be used in the following situations: 

a) Help users in finding new items that might be interesting to them 

b) Advise users on a particular item by providing other people’s opinions. 

c) Help users in finding similar users to them. 

d) Help group of users in finding something that is interesting for all of them. 

e) Help users find interesting activities according to the context. 

Many applications are designed to work under the situations of a, b and c such as movie 

recommender systems (a, b),  e-commerce applications (a, b), match-making sites (c); however 

there are still not many applications which works under the situations d and e. Recommendations 

to group of user is an area which haven’t got much attention from researchers yet. However 

incorporating contextual information to recommendation process which is the case e, started to 

get attention from the academic environment [6, 18, 19].  It is seen that recommendation of the 

same item type such as a movie might be rather different according to the situation of the user. 

Above we presented where collaborative filtering could be useful, and now we will present 

what are needed for collaborative filtering to be useful. 

a) There need to be many items so that users need computer assistance to learn about them. 
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b) There are many ratings per items and there is an overlap between the items that users 

rated, because of the requirements of the techniques for computation of the similarity of 

users and items. For comparing similarities of users and items, base set is needed where 

the recommendations can be built on, for CF this base-set is the overlap item set. 

c) For each user, there are several similar users who have common interests in the user 

community. Actually this is the assumption based on CF; because it believes that people 

have common tastes which could be shared for recommending new items to each other. If 

every user is unique and each user has its own unique tastes CF can’t work. 

d) Item evaluations need to be subjective; such as evaluation of a song. Items shouldn’t be 

categorized based upon on objective features that can be automatically calculated such as 

calculating the theme of an article by computing term frequency. An example could be 

evaluation of music where it is not easy to evaluate it by usage of objective features. 

Even though features such as genre, artist could be helpful in categorization of songs, it is 

still not possible to make a recommendation only based on these objective features. 

e) Items are homogeneous. This can be seen as an extension of above requirement. Items 

need to be homogenous in terms of objective criteria such as price, size, etc. 

Recommending a 7-star hotel from Dubai to someone who purchased a hostel room is not 

very useful. 

As can be seen from the above requirements, CF requires a setting where comparison of 

items, users can be made which based on subjective criteria. More importantly CF needs to 

match users who share common interests by evaluating their past transactions. 

However matching similar users is a difficult task, this can be considered as determining the 

“friends” of users. Because when the proper “friends” are chosen for users, better 

recommendations can be made considering the opinions of these “virtual friends”. Therefore one 

of the important issues in CF is determining user similarity. There is an alternative method for 

making recommendations which based on item-similarity instead of user-similarity. This 

approach should not be confused with the approach of Content-Based Filtering. Even though 

process is called measuring item similarity, it considers all users of the community while 

computing item similarity, opposed to Content-Based Filtering which considers only individual 

user’s ratings. Importance of item-based techniques is that, researches have shown that item-

based recommendations perform better than user-based techniques in terms of accuracy and 

computation-time [17, 10].  

For making the recommendations, according to the algorithm, user-similarity or item-

similarity needs to be calculated. Then these similarity matrixes are used in the algorithms for 

making the real recommendations. In most application, similarities are calculated upon the 

feedbacks users give to items. Most of the time user feedbacks on items are kept in the n-

dimensional vector of ratings of each item in the item set [7]. Then user similarity is computed 

by comparing these vectors between each other.  

Cosine angle is one of the most popular methods for computing user similarity. It is the 

normalized dot product of user vectors and it computes the angle between the vectors. Pearson is 

another popular method used in computation of user similarity [23]. Different versions of 
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Pearson, Entropy, and Mean Squared Difference are other methods for computing similarities. 

All of these methods consider the similarities upon the rated items of the users. In computation 

of the similarity of two users, items only rated by both users are used. So for these techniques to 

be applied efficiently, users need to have many common items that they rated. This is the biggest 

deficiency of collaborative filtering, because this requirement is not fulfilled in most of the time. 

Usually, these techniques have to work with sparse-data set; which leads to unreliable user-

similarity computations [7].  

There are several collaborative recommendation algorithms. In theory algorithms were 

separated into two categories; model-based and memory-based. However in practice memory-

based computations can’t scale well with real-world requirements [16]. To reduce time 

complexity, almost all algorithms have pre-computation phase. Nowadays, this separation is 

distinguished as both approaches started to mix into each other. Most-of the model based 

approaches started to keep ratings in memory while doing computations and memory-based 

approaches started to be built on top-of a probabilistic model. Therefore we will also not make 

this separation, and explain the important algorithms in this area. 

• User-based Nearest Neighbor Algorithm: This is the earliest approach used in 

collaborative filtering based recommenders. It tries to compute similar users, and if a user 

u is similar to a user n, it is said that n is a neighbor of u. This algorithm tries to predict 

the rating for an item i for user u depending on the ratings of the u´s neighbors´ ratings on 

item i. As mentioned above for computing user similarity, techniques such as cosine 

angle, Pearson coefficient etc. can be used. The details of the formulas of neighborhood 

formations, user similarity computations can be found in [16]. It has computational 

deficiencies in practice. Calculating the user neighborhood in an environment where there 

are millions of users is computationally very expensive task. Therefore to reduce time 

complexity techniques such as clustering needs to integrated into these approaches. 

Clustering fastens the process of finding the neighbors of a user by comparing users to 

groups of users instead of individual user. Because of these deficiencies and difficulties 

of the user-based nearest neighbor algorithms, item-based nearest neighbor algorithms 

are tried and it is seen that they perform better than user-based algorithms in many cases 

[17]. 

• Item-based Nearest Neighbor Algorithm: Similar to the user-based approach, item-

based approach generates predictions for ratings of items by users.  However this time, 

predictions are generated by computing the similarities between items. The rating 

prediction of an item is based on user’s ratings for similar items. Similarities of items are 

computed by using the ratings of users given to the items. For example there are 4 

different users; u1 to u4, and 4 different items; i1 to i4. Assume that u2 to u4 has given 

ratings for every item, and u1 have given ratings to every item except i1. Then a rating 

for i1 from u1 can be predicted by evaluating the other users’ ratings for items. This 

evaluation would reveal the neighbors of i1 and then according to the ratings given to the 

neighbors of i1 from u1, a prediction for the rating of i1 would be generated. In theory, 

the size of the model of this algorithm could be as large as the square of the number of 

items. However this number can be reduced by only considering items who have more 

than k co-ratings. This reduction makes this algorithm usable in terms of memory-usage 

and CPU performance. Similar to user-based algorithm, usage of items with few co-

ratings could result into skewed correlations. 
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• Association Rule Mining: This approach builds models on frequently occurring patterns 

in ratings matrix. It can be seen that particular items have similar ratings from many 

users, such as users who rated item1 highly, also rated item2 highly. This could be turned 

into a rule with an input condition ratingOfItem (item1) is high and a result condition 

ratingOfItem (item2) is high [16]. Each rule is represented by its support and confidence 

values. Support value represents the fraction of users who have rated both the input and 

result conditions whereas confidence of the rule is fraction of users that show the result 

condition by having the input condition. Association rule mining is also highly used for 

extracting frequent patterns from web logs. 

• Probabilistic Algorithms: Above algorithms were not based upon probability 

distributions where as algorithms that will be described in this part built on probability 

distributions for computing predictions of ratings. Most of these algorithms calculate the 

probability that given a user u and an item i, the u would assign i the rating of r i.e. p(r | u, 

i). Then the rating with highest probability would be assigned as the predicted rating of 

the i. Bayesian Network is the most popular technique used in this area. There are 

implementations of Bayesian networks with decision trees which performed particularly 

well [16].Regression is another approach for predicting the ratings of items. One of the 

advantages of these algorithms is that, it computes the likelihood of each possible rating 

value. This can be used for checking whether the given rating is correct or not, therefore 

confidence of the algorithm can be easily evaluated. 

 

Even though each algorithm has its advantages, there aren’t one perfect algorithm and 

according to the scope of the project the proper algorithm need to be chosen. However current 

algorithms all have common problems that need to be addressed while developing 

recommenders. Here are the problems and possible solutions that are encountered in CF 

recommenders: 

Common Problems of All Algorithms: 

• Sparse Data Set: CF needs to have a dense rating data set for making un-biased 

recommendations. However many applications have sparse rating set; therefore they 

need to be adjusted while applying CF. For coming with proper recommendations,  

items and users should not have few ratings. Using these kinds of resources would 

lead to skew in recommendations; the naïve way for overcoming this is discarding 

resources with few ratings. This approach is also used implicitly in many algorithms 

such as nearest neighbor algorithm. However this approach can dramatically reduce 

the coverage of the system which is another important metric of recommender 

systems. Adjusting the calculation for rarely-rated resources could increase the 

coverage while not skewing the recommendations. Sparseness is a fact in most of the 

applications, famous applications such as Movielens and Eachmovie are 95.8% and 

97.8% sparse respectively [23]. Therefore it would be a big mistake not to consider it 

in development of recommenders. One way to overcome this is; making 

recommenders that may work with sparse data by exploiting the few ratings that are 

available. This could be achieved by Trust-based systems where different weighting 

values could be applied into ratings of users, so trusted users may have high weights 

in the recommendation process [23]. 
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• Confidence of the Recommendations: Each recommendation has a different 

confidence value according to the algorithms used. These confidence values need to 

be used for filtering out the recommendations with low confidence value. Also 

confidence value can be used to choose the item to be recommended, instead of 

recommending the item with the highest rating but low confidence. 

• Gathering of Rating: Collaborative filtering needs user feedback in order to make 

recommendations. So far, in most systems only ratings are used in terms of user 

feedback. However as it is mentioned in the earlier sections, gathering explicit 

feedback from users is a difficult task. Therefore other techniques of gathering user 

feedback are needed such as implicit feedback. There is a tradeoff between explicit 

and implicit feedback. Explicit feedback is the most reliable source for building user 

models however giving them is an overhead for users. This limits the size of explicit 

feedback collection. On the other hand implicit feedback gathering costs nothing and 

huge amount of implicit feedback can be collected. But the accuracy of the user 

models based on only implicit feedback is very low. Therefore aggregation of these 

techniques needs to be used as user feedback. [20, 21] showed that by using voting 

and averaging schemas different data sources could be aggregated into a single user 

feedback estimation which reduces the uncertainty in user models. Another solution 

for directing people in giving explicit feedback could be by showing the benefits of it 

to them. In [22], it is proposed that, users are getting more and more open to giving 

user feedback because users feel as a part of a community when they contribute to it, 

they feel satisfaction when they see that their opinions have an effect on the 

community, and they started to use these systems as a memory-based system to track 

what they like and dislike.  

• New User and New Item Problems: Similar to Content-Based Filtering, 

collaborative filtering also cannot handle cold-start problem such as recommendation 

to new users and recommending new items. Actually here the problem is even more 

severe; because of the user-feedback based nature of the CF. Some systems come up 

with some temporary solutions to overcome these problems. For example when a new 

user enters system; some applications don’t provide them recommendation feature 

until they rate some predefined number of items. Or even more, in the registration 

phase, they force users to rate some items. Of course these approaches can lead some 

users to walk off from the system. The biggest challenge is boot-strapping of a new 

application, because with new systems, everybody is new users and all the items are 

new items without any ratings. The easiest solution to this, before releasing the 

application, open the beta version of it to a small community and gather feedback 

from these users until the system is ready to be used in larger communities. Another 

solution could be using different recommendation techniques such as demographic 

filtering until sufficient number of ratings is collected to use CF in the system.  
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• Trust Issues, Malicious Users: As CF is based on user opinions, many applications 

have public services for gathering user opinions. This enables anyone to join to a 

community and comment on the items as they want. However this makes system 

vulnerable against attacks. Especially in e-commerce applications, it is seen that 

many companies started to use their own agents for increasing the ratings of their 

items [23]. Because everyone is treated same in these systems and there are no 

authorities, malicious users can easily harm the stability of the rating-set. One 

possible solution to this is not considering each user same, but determining user 

authorities by analyzing transactions and giving more weights to feedbacks of these 

users. However trust issues are started to be realized recently as recommender 

engines were not so popular in the past, therefore this issue still needs further 

investigation in research community.  

• Black Box Problems: As it is the case for most of the recommenders, collaborative 

filtering recommenders are also implemented as black boxes where users cannot 

understand the reasons behind the recommendations and cannot control the 

recommendation process according to their preferences. [24, 25] reported that users 

just stop using recommendations after keep getting bad recommendations and not 

even seeing the reasoning behind it. Amazon started to give explanations why users 

receive particular recommendations, and this is a good start for creating a 

communication between users and recommenders. Other possible solution is to adapt 

the recommenders according to the users’ relevance feedback or provide users 

capabilities to modify the recommendation process according to their preferences. 

One another example is Facebook where users could specify what kind of items 

(pictures, videos, news, etc) that they want to see and from which users they want to 

receive news about. 

After giving the problems of CF techniques and possible solutions to them, the advantages 

and disadvantages of the CF will be given in the following parts. 

 

Advantages of Collaborative Filtering Algorithms: 

• CF makes its suggestions based on user opinions, therefore it is more similar to real 

suggestion process occurs between people. This leads to novel recommendations that 

attract more users. 

• Scalable to work with huge item sets, because it doesn’t need manual intervention to 

make suggestions. 

• It doesn’t need a representation of items in terms of features because it makes 

recommendations based on user opinions. This makes it applicable to any kind of 

item. 
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• Over-specialization does not occur, because recommendations are not based only on 

individual users but they utilize other people’s information too. 

• Applicable to reveal social relations inside communities such as forming networks of 

users. 

• Applicable to reveal hidden interests of users by recommending items from different 

users. 

• It is easier to adapt the recommendation strategy according to user preferences by 

letting users to choose other users who they trust more. Stumble is one example of 

this approach where users can specify their friends or other users who post interesting 

items, and their recommendations can be based heavily upon these specified users. 

Disadvantages of Collaborative Filtering Algorithms: 

• It relies on user feedback and is useless in environments where users are not prone to 

give feedback. 

• Cold-start issues also exists in CF and even more difficult to overcome it in a pure CF 

recommender. 

• Open to attacks by malicious users who can give fake ratings to increase the 

popularity of specific items. 

• Fact of sparse data sets makes pure usage of CF inefficient; because popular user 

similarity computation techniques such as Pearson, cosine metrics require dense data 

sets.  

• Most of the recommenders are black boxes where users cannot control the 

recommendation process. This leads to user dissatisfaction when users keep getting 

bad recommendation, even there is a chance to get better recommendations by  

Even though Collaborative filtering has several disadvantages in theory, they are still 

performing quite well in practice (Amazon, Last.fm, etc.). Therefore most of the current 

applications use collaborative filtering approaches in their recommendation process. However 

there are other proposed techniques for overcoming deficiencies such as cold-start problem. One 

recent technique on the horizon is case-based (knowledge-based) reasoning. In the next section it 

will be described briefly. 

2.2.3 Case-Based (Knowledge-Based) Reasoning 

Case-based recommenders have a similar working philosophy to content-based 

recommenders. They also need a structured representation of items in terms of features for 

making recommendations. Then recommendations are made upon the similarities between the 

items and queries of users [58]. 

Case-based reasoning techniques are the building blocks of these recommenders. Early 

systems were used for problem solving and classification tasks. They were different than 

traditional techniques in the sense that, they were based on problem-solving experiences rather 
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than theoretical models [59]. So essentially they were using a database which keeps the solutions 

of past problems. Each problem was stored in two parts; specification and solution part. 

Specification part describes the problem and solution part describes how to solve the problem. 

Then new problems’ specification parts are compared to specification parts of the cases in the 

database. The most similar problem is chosen and its solution is adapted to the current problem.  

Therefore items are represented as cases and they are compared to the user’s profile or query. 

Items or cases which have similar descriptions to the user’s query are recommended to users. 

Even though it seems very similar to content-based reasoning; it has two main differences than 

content-based filtering that are the way items are represented, and the similarity computation of 

items.  

Content-based recommenders represent items in an unstructured or semi-structured manner. 

Representation of news articles are made by keyword matrixes.  However case-based 

recommenders rely on structured representations of items in terms of well-defined feature sets. 

This makes them applicable to be used in many e-commerce applications because these 

applications have already had representation of many products in terms of well-defined features. 

One example could be travel packages which can be represented in location, price, 

accommodation, etc. Each of these features can contain several values according to the used 

value-space (integers, real numbers, pre-defined string values, etc.) In our application for the 

knowledge component part we defined promotions in terms of destination, price range and the 

dates that the promotion is valid. 

Another advantage of case-based recommenders is that they are suitable for making 

reasoning in recommendations which is one of the important problems of recommender engines. 

As case-based recommenders determine recommendations based on the structured feature sets; 

they can inform users why they receive these recommendations. 

 So it can be seen that case-based reasoning recommenders could be quiet useful 

especially in e-commerce applications. Downside of this approach is that; it requires manual 

intervention especially for determining similarities of feature values (However studies are 

performed to apply machine learning techniques to make this process automatic).  Other problem 

is; pure usage of it turns the recommendation process into retrieval process. Therefore in the 

development of recommendation systems; it is mostly used along with another recommendation 

technique such as collaborative filtering. This combination of different techniques results in 

hybrid recommenders, and they will be described in the following sections.  

2.2.4 Hybrid Recommenders:  

Hybrid recommenders combine more than one type of recommendation strategy in the 

recommendation process. The main idea behind this approach is combining several techniques in 

a complementary way such that limitations of each technique would be handled by the other 

recommender strategies. So it tries to create a synergy between the used recommender strategies 

to improve the performance of recommendation process. 

There are common problems of many of the recommendation strategies such as cold start 

problem which can be seen in a form of new item or new user problem. Another problem is 

adaptation to changes in the user preferences. It is difficult to reflect the changes in the user 

preferences to the recommendations, especially in learning based recommender strategies such as 

collaborative filtering. It can be said that traditional recommenders are not dynamic and flexible 

enough to cope with the changes in the preferences of users. One solution to this deficiency is 

combining knowledge-base component into recommendation system, which responds to user’s 
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immediate needs instead of relying on the historical data of users [32]. Therefore the main goal 

of the hybrid recommender is to eliminate this limitations and deficiencies of pure recommender 

strategies by combining their powers. 

In the development of hybrid recommenders, there are two crucial decisions to make, first 

one is to choose the recommendation strategies that will be part of the system, and second is 

determining the combination schema of these approaches. Most of the hybrid recommender 

systems are composed of content-based and collaborative filtering [14, 29, 33, 34, 38 and 40]. 

However other techniques such as demographic filtering [36], case-based reasoning [35] are also 

started to be used in hybrid recommenders. Web-based applications also integrate web mining 

into the recommendation process. One of the most popular approaches is using web mining 

results in collaborative and content-based filtering techniques to recommend items to users [7, 

27, 37 and 39]. Most recently some studies are also made to incorporate contextual information, 

ontology into hybrid recommenders [6, 10 and 18].  

So it can be seen that, hybrid recommenders can use of content-based, collaborative, 

demographic filtering, case-based techniques, web mining, and contextual information while 

making recommendations. However, even more important design decision is determining how to 

combine these approaches. There are several ways to perform hybridization: 

• Weighted: In this approach, each recommender technique gives a score for the items and 

these scores combined in a linear formula. This is the simplest design for a hybrid 

system. 

• Switching: In switching, each time a recommendation needs to be made, one of the 

recommender is chosen according to some criterion. This criterion could be the 

confidence value of each recommender, and the recommender with the highest 

confidence value can make the recommendation. 

• Cascading: This approach is a hierarchical model where there is one primary 

recommender and rest of the recommenders are considered secondary. Primary 

recommenders make the recommendations, but in case of a tie score between the items, 

resolution is made by applying secondary recommenders. Because most of the scoring 

functions are real-value, in this approach secondary recommenders don’t have too much 

role. 

• Feature Augmentation: Here there are again two types of recommenders; primary and 

secondary. However here secondary recommenders generate a new feature for each item, 

and augment that to the data which will be used by the primary recommender. Therefore 

here secondary recommenders are much more active and their role is improving input 

data so that primary recommender can make better recommendations. 

• Mixed: Here there is no hybridization of methods, but each recommender makes their 

own recommendations, and all of these recommendations are presented to the user. 

In [35], it is shown that, cascading and feature augmentation hybridization techniques give 

the highest accuracy results in recommendations; while weighted technique gives poor results. 

The reason of poor performance of weighted approach could be explained by considering the fact 

that; each recommender chooses different types of items to recommend according to their 

working style. Therefore there is a very small subset of overlap items between recommenders 

which is not a reliable basis for making weighted approach work.  
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Determining the recommendation strategy and hybridization techniques depends on the 

context of the application. However results of [35] can be used as a good starting point for 

making these decisions. Also many papers empirically show that hybrid methods provide more 

accurate results than pure recommenders [14, 32 and 41] which are a good motivation for 

developing hybrid recommendation systems.  

Before giving the examples project about recommendation engines one another important 

component of recommenders needs to be analyzed. It is web mining which is especially useful in 

gathering implicit feedback from web logs. Most of the time web mining is used in combination 

with recommendation techniques such as the ones mentioned above. Especially after seeing that 

retrieving explicit feedback is not so easy in practice, importance of web mining for revealing 

hidden trails that users left behind while using web sites increased. Therefore many researches 

are going on the field of web mining for improving the techniques to gather more information 

from web logs. In the next section web mining will be explained, but we will focus on web-usage 

mining which is especially used for collecting implicit feedback from web logs, therefore other 

types of web mining such as content mining, structure mining will not be part of next section. 

2.3 Web Mining: Web-Usage Mining 

As the resources in internet grow with each day, opportunities for applying data mining on 

these resources are also increasing daily. Applications of data mining started to be called as Web 

mining which is a cross field where researchers from different areas are studying together. Web 

mining can be divided into three categories, content mining, structure mining and usage mining. 

The main focus of this section will be usage mining; but for giving a complete coverage, brief 

information about content and structure mining will also be given. 

So far web mining is only used for gathering statistical information about usage of web sites. 

This information is used to leverage the server traffic or re-structure the web site for attracting 

more users. Web Analytic tools are mostly used for these purposes, but with the increased usage 

of recommendation engines, it is seen that more elaborate usage of web mining can be useful in 

recommendation process. Therefore it started to attract interest from social topics such as 

marketing, consumer behavior analysis beside technical fields such as database, machine 

learning communities. Diversity of areas interested in web mining shows the importance of it. 

Proper usage of web mining can be used as a solution to many different problems of both parties 

of internet that are information providers and end users. 

From the information provider’s view, web mining could be used for learning information 

about consumers. They want to know what customers do in their web site, and what they want 

from them. Mass customization of information to the individual user is required. This can be 

achieved by applying personalization using web mining techniques. Information providers could 

also use web mining in marketing, design and management of their web sites. Web analytics is 

one of the areas that attract interests of many information providers.  

Web analytics tools can help them identify how their site is used, when are the peak times, 

how can they better structure their web sites so that user can easily access information they are 

looking for. Recently these tools started to be used for evaluating whether the advertisements 

companies are using is really useful or not. This can be done as web logs keep information of 

from where the users come to the sites. For example they can check whether users came to their 

sites from an advertisement link that is shown in Google and increase or cancel the 

advertisements they are using according to the usage of these links. 
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Users encounter with different problems while surfing in web and web mining can also 

provide a solution to these problems. Here are these problems [1]: 

• Low Precision: Getting low ratio of relevant items while making search. Users 

encounter with many irrelevant items while making search. 

• Low Remark: Users are not able to get most of the relevant resources while 

searching information in internet, because they are not indexed by search engines. So 

users can not find un-indexed information.  

• Extraction of Knowledge out of Available Data Set: Users wants to gain new 

information from the data that they already have. 

• Personalization: Users wants web sites to be adapted to their preferences, and they 

want to retrieve information that is relevant to their needs. 

These problems could be solved by applying different web mining techniques in combination 

with other techniques such as information retrieval, natural language processing etc. For example 

web content mining, could be used in the extraction of knowledge problem, whereas web 

structure mining can be a remedy for retrieving relevant information, and personalization issues 

can be resolved by web usage mining. 

Web content mining is the process of discovering useful information from the content of the 

web pages which could be plain text, images, videos etc. [1]. Because most of the data in web is 

unstructured data, content mining can be seen as an example of data mining techniques such as 

knowledge discovery in texts. Goals of content mining are to improve information finding, 

develop better models for the data on the web to improve search engines. 

Discovery of the models of the link structures that forms the topology of the web is named 

web structure mining [26]. Categorization of the web pages according to these models can be 

made which helps finding similarities and extracting relations between web pages. Authority and 

hub pages could be identified using this technique, or the web site topology could be re-

structured for improving the convenient usage.  

Both web content and web structure mining utilizes the main data on the Web which can be 

considered as the primary data. Web usage mining is different from the both methods in this 

perspective, as it doesn’t work with primary data but tries to extract information from the 

secondary data. By secondary data we mean the data that is generated by users while navigating 

in the web sites. This data mostly includes information such as IP address of the user, page visits, 

mouse clicks, time of entry, etc. Web logs are the main data source for web usage mining, but it 

combines different data sources such as browser logs, user profiles to generate useful 

information. 

Most applications use all three methods in combination, as they are not very clear cut 

between the categories [1]. However from the recommender engines perspective the most useful 

category is web usage mining, because by using that very important information such as frequent 

navigation patterns, association between pages could be extracted. 

In the rest of this section we will get into the details of web usage mining, techniques used in 

usage mining will be given and we will describe the three phases of ( data collection and pre-

processing of data, pattern discovery and pattern analysis) usage mining.  

The main goal of the usage mining is to extract usage patterns from web logs for improving 

the usage of web-based applications. This improvement could be made in terms of re-structuring 
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of the site to personalization of information according to individual users. This could be achieved 

by analyzing web logs that keeps information as detailed as mouse clicks, scrolling events of 

users which reveals information about behavior of users. 

Web usage mining applies data mining techniques to these web logs to extract valuable usage 

information. Usage mining requires three steps for extracting information that are data collection 

and preprocessing of the data, pattern discovery and pattern analysis. Here these three steps will 

be elaborated. 

2.3.1 Data Collection and Preprocessing: 

As collaborative filtering needs user feedback to make recommendations, web mining 

requires web data for extracting usage patterns. This web data’s source can range from web 

servers to client servers or from proxy servers to databases. Each source keeps different type of 

information such as some of them keeps information about content of web pages, some structure 

and some usage information. Web usage mining mostly interests in the data resides in server and 

client logs.  

• Data Sources: 

Data collection from server sides has potential problems. Much information could be 

missed according to the level of caching. Pages that are loaded from caches are not stored in 

web servers. Also information can be passed through POST or GET method. GET method 

don’t create any real problem but information passed through POST can’t be stored in server 

logs. By using cookies users can be identified which is very important in recommendation 

process. However because of privacy concerns many users don’t allow cookies to be used in 

transactions, therefore user identification become main issue in usage mining [1]. This 

problem is also related with session identification. Session is described in [28] as a sequence 

of requests made by a single user during a certain time period to the same web site. Apart 

from cookies query data can be also retrieved from server logs which might be used in user 

modeling. 

Client side data collection can be seen as an alternative to the server side data collection. 

It is mostly implemented by using remote agents such as Java Script; however this again 

requires permission from users. Nevertheless, client side collection has particular advantages 

over server side collection. Client data can cure the problems of caching and session 

identification. Therefore client side data collection can be very useful for preprocessing of 

data which is responsible for cleaning of noise data, session identification etc. 

Web logs could also be strengthened by integrating data collected from CRM and ERP 

systems for gathering business intelligence [2]. 

• Preprocessing: 

Preprocessing of web data is the most important and time consuming phase of the web 

mining [28]. Preprocessing can be defined as converting the unstructured data resides in data 

sources to structured data for making it available to use in pattern discovery.  

This structured data can be interpreted as firstly conversion of raw data into page visits, 

then clustering these page visits to sessions or episodes according to the required data 

abstraction level. Since it is not possible to track page requests from different servers, for 

session identification a thirty minute timeout assumption is used [30]. This means that if the 

duration between two consecutive page visits from the same IP address exceeds thirty 

minutes, those two page visits belongs to different sessions, otherwise they belong to same 
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session. Also as can be understood from the above statement, page requests from same IP 

address assumed to be coming from same user which is not always true; because of proxy 

servers.  

If possible user identification is also made in this phase. This is a straight-forward task if 

cookie usage is enabled; otherwise it is an almost impossible task to do because of the 

stateless nature of HTTP [3]. Similarly client-side data collection also converts user and 

session identification into trivial tasks.  

For easing the job of pattern discovery, content preprocessing can also be applied in this 

phase. In this phase classification and clustering are performed to make the content data such 

as images texts more useful to next phase. The same procedures could be applied to structure 

data. 

Another important activity in preprocessing is data cleaning such as feature selection and 

record removal. Web logs contain much information which might not be very useful in some 

situations. Reducing the number of features, decreases the memory usage in the following 

stages [28]. Generally following fields are essential for usage mining; page ID, IP address, 

and page request time. Other fields are needed to be chosen according to the type of the 

application, for example recommender engines could use the referrer field in user modeling, 

and therefore it is smart to add that field into feature set. 

Web logs also stores many irrelevant pages because of the structures of web pages. 

Examples could be the image files that are loaded when a user visits a page. In [31], it is 

stated that irrelevant files in a web log are found in a ratio 10:1. This may not be very 

important according to the type of the project, but crawler activities stored in the web logs 

needed to be cleaned out in most of the applications [2].  

After cleaning of the data, and identification of sessions from the web logs, processed 

data is ready for using in the pattern discovery phase. In the next section, how this data is 

used to extract navigational patterns will be described. 

 

2.3.2 Pattern Discovery: 

Pattern discovery is the process of applying data mining, machine learning techniques on 

the web logs to extract information about web sites. These techniques could be used for simple 

tasks such as creating statistical reports to generating association rules.  In this section we will 

explain the popular techniques that could be used in this phase of the web usage mining. 

• Log Analysis 

Log analysis can be seen as the simplest method of web usage mining. After preparing raw 

data to be analyzed efficiently, statistics about web site could be generated. This statistics 

could be about site activity, diagnostic statistics, server statistics, user demographic etc. 

Some instances of these activities are total number of visits, average view time, server errors, 

top referring sites, most active countries in the site, visitor’s web browsers, etc) [2]. These 

statistics mostly presented to the administrators in a report format, so that they can modify 

the web site for improving the performance of it.  

• Association Rules 

This technique can be used for finding frequent patterns, relationship between items. Click-

stream analysis is used for identifying the paths used in the web site. Then association 

analysis on these paths could reveal associations between pages. It could find out which 
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pages are visited together and it can reveal association between pages which don’t have 

connection by hyperlinks. Then by considering these rules, web designers can re-structure the 

web site to increase the usability of web sites. 

• Sequential Pattern Discovery 

It can be regarded as extension of association analysis. It is used for revealing patterns such 

that set of pages is visited after visiting some other pages in a time-ordered style [3]. One 

application of this approach could be placing advertisements at particular pages according to 

the navigation path of the current user. Trend analysis, predications about visit patterns could 

be made using this method. 

• Clustering 

Clustering is a very famous technique used in machine learning for grouping a set of items 

that have high similarities. In web usage domain, clustering can be applied for clustering of 

users and pages. User clustering can consider user’s navigation behavior, demographic 

information while putting users into corresponding clusters [2]. Demographic information 

can be used for market segmentation whereas according to the navigation behavior, users can 

be recommended with pages that are relevant to them. On the other hand clustering of pages 

can be useful for search engines, as it will group pages with related contents into same 

clusters [3]. Clustering is very important for web personalization as it groups users according 

to their preferences, it can also be used for reducing the time-complexity of recommendations 

by applying techniques on corresponding clusters instead of the global model.  

• Classification 

Classification is almost same as clustering but here there are predefined classes where as in 

clusters there aren’t any predefined clusters, but clusters formed on the fly. In the web, 

classes usually represent user profile belonging to a particular category. Therefore extraction 

of features that best describes the properties of a class is very important. There are many 

techniques for classification such as Decision Trees, Bayesian Classifiers, Nearest Neighbor 

Algorithms, Neural Networks and etc. 

 

After discovering patterns from the web logs by applying chosen techniques the last step of 

the web mining process which is named pattern analysis should be executed. Main purpose of 

this phase to remove the patterns those are not very interesting or not useful for the application. 

Most popular analysis methods are using query mechanisms such as SQL or OLAP tools. 

2.3.3 Remarks and Conclusions for Web Mining 

Web mining is very important in the process of web personalization. Because it reveals 

the user’s hidden preferences and interests besides the trivial ones as it uses the navigational 

behavior of users. Also it is very useful for improving the performance of web sites, even only 

by making statistical analysis.  

User profiles can be generated implicitly and explicitly by using the web logs, and databases 

of web sites. Explicit information from registration forms can reveal personal information from 

users such age, nationality, sex whereas web logs can store hidden information about user’s 

navigational behavior. These sources should be combined while generating user profiles. User 

profiles should be matched with the rules, patterns that are found out by applying machine 

learning techniques such as association analysis, clustering, etc. OLAP tools and visualization 
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techniques should be used for refining and filtering out the patterns found in the pattern 

discovery phase. 

Then user profiles and refined rules could be used for personalization of web. Dynamic 

recommendations can be provided to users according to their profile, current navigation behavior 

and context. This would increase the user satisfaction, as users would use web sites that are 

adapted to their needs. On the other hand, web usage mining can be very valuable for market 

segmentation and can provide competitive advantage to the applications. Because it helps 

companies to acquire business intelligence by providing knowledge in the form of rules and 

patterns that describes the navigational and purchasing behavior. Therefore from the perspective 

of both parties’ of internet (information provider and users) web mining is a very powerful 

method to improve the satisfaction of parties besides improving the quality, usage and 

performance of web applications. 

So after giving general overview of methods and techniques used in recommendation 

systems, the related work that have been done so far in these fields will be given in the next 

section. 

2.4 Related Work 

In this part we will summarize the work that has been done so far in the area of 

recommender systems which will include sub topics such as content-based, collaborative 

filtering, hybrid approaches, web mining applications, surveys about these subjects etc. 

In [1 and 28] detailed survey of web mining research have been given. Authors in [1] deal 

more with content mining and structure mining where as [28] focuses on web usage mining. 

Again [1] tries to resolve the term confusion occurred in web mining because of the fact that 

there are many fields such as database, information retrieval; machine learning, etc. interested in 

web mining and each area puts different meanings to the same terms according to their field. 

This creates confusion in some readers’ minds and [1] clarifies these term confusion. It also 

focuses on the issues of representation of data, process of web mining, applications, and 

describes the learning algorithms that are used in web mining.  

Whereas [28] gives a comprehensive overview of web usage mining and don’t interest 

with other types of web mining. It focuses on the difficult tasks of web usage mining such as 

data cleaning, user identification and finishes with giving useful web log mining software 

packages. In the paper, algorithms such as association analysis, apriori algorithms, clustering 

techniques are also described, and it explains the importance of OLAP and visualization tools for 

improving the performance of web usage mining; as they make the analysis of web logs much 

easier. Last but not least it emphasizes on the importance of incorporation of web mining into 

recommendation process for improving the performance of recommenders. 

In [41] general survey about the content-based, collaborative and hybrid recommendation 

approaches are given. It explains the limitations of each method and provides solutions to these 

problems. Possible solutions they proposed includes incorporation of the contextual information 

into recommendation process such as considering weather conditions while making 

recommendations about traveling. Using multi-criteria ratings instead of unary rating systems 

and relying more on implicit feedbacks instead of forcing users into giving explicit feedback is 

another method they propose to improve recommendation process. These proposed solutions are 

also explained in more details in their other paper [6]. 

In [32], the comparison of hybrid recommenders has been made. The hybrid 

recommenders were composed of different combination of four different recommendation 
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techniques that are content-based, collaborative, demographic and knowledge-base. It also uses 

seven different hybridization strategies which results into 41 different hybrid recommenders. 

According to their results, they concluded that the best hybridization strategies are cascade and 

feature augmentation. However in their evaluations, their main focus was how to include 

knowledge-based component into hybrid recommenders in the best way, therefore their 

measurements are biased towards seeing the effect of knowledge-based hybrid recommenders. 

Authors of [54] give a general overview of web personalization from the perspective of 

businesses and developers. They give definitions of what is personalization and shows the three 

high-level personalization architecture which are provider-centric, consumer-centric and market-

centric. Process for the personalization which consists of understanding consumers (by means of 

data collection and user modeling), delivering personalized offerings (by finding relevant items 

corresponding to the user models) and measuring impact of personalization (by evaluating the 

personalization in particular metrics and making corresponding modifications to personalization 

strategy) are given. The main idea is personalization process is an iterative process where all 

these three steps affect each other in a feedback loop. One of the most crucial criteria for the 

personalization process is given as personalization strategy needs to adapt itself to the constant 

changes in customer preferences. Also good metrics are needed for evaluating the 

personalization strategy, behind the philosophy of you can’t manage what you can’t measure. 

Therefore a goal-oriented approach needs to be used in the personalization process which should 

start by determining metrics to be used in evaluation. Then according to these metrics 

personalization offering that will be applied in the system should be determined. User modeling 

and recommendation strategies that will be used in the delivery of these personalization offerings 

needs to be chosen, and finally relevant data needed for doing these tasks should be collected. 

However most of the applications are data-driven which applies these steps in the opposite order. 

These surveys are very useful for getting a general overview about recommender systems. In 

the following parts we will get into details of the related work that is done for content-based, 

collaborative, hybrid recommenders and web mining approaches. Our goal is to show what has 

been done so far in these fields, point out the deficiencies of current systems and we will present 

our solution to these deficiencies by explaining the structure of our recommender system and 

techniques that will be used in our work. 

2.4.1 Related Work on Content-Based Approaches 

Pure content-based recommender systems have been widely used in the past especially in 

document retrieval systems, but as recent developments revealed that these recommenders lack 

social relation aspect in recommendations and web becomes more and more a social network, 

most of the systems combine content-based filtering with some other technique such as 

collaborative filtering to improve their recommendations. 

In [42] authors built the system PRES which uses a content-based filtering technique for 

recommending articles about home improvements. In their model, they had used positive 

feedback to dynamically update their user profiles and used the Rocchio algorithm as a learning 

algorithm. Then according to the content of the articles and user models, recommendations have 

been made. In the recommendation process, they used stemming techniques to improve the 

accuracy as they used tf-idf methodology for computing word frequency. Cosine similarity is 

used for computing the similarity of users and documents. However system could only make 

%50 relevant recommendations, because they didn’t take into account the synonym analysis as 

many concepts can be explained by different terms. They also accepted that recommendations 
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could be improved by using collaborative filtering as content-based filtering cannot predict 

future interests of users. And in their future works they proposed to combine collaborative 

filtering and web mining into process. 

Pandora is an automated music recommendation and internet radio services created by the 

Music Genome Project [43]. They made music recommendations according to the content of the 

music songs and user feedback. More than 400 musical attributes such as whether piano is 

played or not, rhythm of the songs is used for making recommendations. However this system 

lacks from the over-specialization as users keep listening to similar music they have rated high. 

For example if the user only rated a song of Beethoven high, then the users would only get 

recommendations of classical music, even though user could have different tastes in music. 

Therefore recently Pandora also started to combine collaborative filtering in their 

recommendations too to solve overspecialization problem. Another problem of Pandora is 

separation of songs according to these 400 attributes required manual intervention from domain 

experts. Therefore it is not feasible to use this system with huge amount of data; which is another 

fact that attracts developer to use collaborative filtering in their systems to improve the 

scalability. 

2.4.2 Related Work on Collaborative Filtering Approaches 

On contrary to content-based filtering, there are many applications and studies based 

solely on collaborative filtering, as it is much easier to implement collaborative-based systems 

because it has many advantages in scalability and it has higher accuracy in recommendations. 

Incremental collaborative filtering approach is proposed in [44] for making highly-scalable 

recommendations. Its main goal is to increase the scalability of traditional CF methods for 

improving the computation performance of recommenders. They suggest improving the 

efficiency by using incremental updates of user-to-user similarities which is not based on 

approximation approaches. They think that the scalability issues raises because traditional CF 

methods based on approximations mechanisms which are costly in computation. Traditional 

methods have O(m²n) computation complexity where m is the number of users and n is the 

number of items. For reducing complexity many systems have an offline and online phase in 

recommendations where in offline phase the similarities of users are computed, then the 

recommendations are made in online phase based on to these similarities. Recommender engine 

in [44] has a computation complexity of O(mn) by using incremental collaborative filtering. 

Their experiments showed the computation performance of the system is times higher than 

traditional methods and accuracy of their system is also %100. However their system also has 

problems dealing with sparse data sets and they propose to use trust analysis for handling sparse 

data sets. 

In [19] authors propose to implement a collaborative-based recommender which uses 

contextual information also. In this paper, how the context could be used in recommendation 

process is investigated. Here they also provided the general architecture for a context-aware 

recommenders system. In their architecture they also added a module for making explanations to 

users about the recommendations. They left the implementation and evaluation of the 

architecture as a future work. 

After giving a critical review of personalization in e-commerce, [10] gives a general 

architecture that could be used to improve personalization in e-commerce applications. This 

architecture tries to capture the following features; automatic identification of users, composition 

and presentation of content to users according to the model that is based on their preferences, and 
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making recommendations based on the interaction contexts. In their paper they used an item-

based collaborative filtering approach and user models are represented as semantic networks. 

The paper gives a very good overview of the challenges in the personalization of web content, 

and a generic architecture for e-commerce applications. 

Authors of [45] developed an adaptive recommender system for travel planning which based 

on reinforcement learning techniques and conversational approaches. They proposed architecture 

for their systems and left the evaluation of the performance of their implementation as a future 

work. For user modeling they combined explicit and implicit methods. Instead of following non-

interactive approaches which is used widely in travel recommendation sites, they used a 

conversational recommender systems where at each stage of the navigation of the users, 

according to the actions of users, they either asks additional information from users or 

recommend some product. This choice is made based on recommendation strategy, which tries to 

optimize the recommendations. This optimization is done by maximizing a reward function that 

models how much the user gets benefit from each step. 

2.4.3 Related work on Recommender Systems Using Web Mining 

[40] applies web mining for web personalization. They use static information of user by 

applying clustering and dynamic behavior of users by pattern recognition to apply re-

classification algorithm. The idea of re-classification algorithm is classifying web pages 

according to the type of users accessed them and then re-classifying the users according to class 

they have assigned previously and the resources they have accessed since last classification. So it 

could be seen as dynamic integration of user navigation behavior to history of user transactions. 

Dynamic behavior could be captured by means of submitted queries, traversed pages etc. They 

have developed an architecture which combines web mining activities and content of web page 

with recommendation strategy. According to their evaluations with a commercial web site, users 

are eventually classified into proper clusters which improve recommendations. 

In [46], recommendation algorithm for meeting the personalization needs of e-supermarket 

applications has been proposed. This algorithm combines collaborative filtering with web usage 

mining and it uses decision trees. Their algorithm consists of four steps which are determining 

active customers (decision tree induction), discovering product connection (association rules are 

generated by making basket analysis), discovering customer preferences (analysis of previous 

shopping behavior by using web mining) and making recommendations (applying collaborative 

filtering). They also implemented PRSSES which is a recommendation system based on E-

supermarket model and comparison of performance is made between the models that are using 

SVM classification algorithm, content-based algorithm based on VSM, Rocchio, k-nearest 

neighbor and algorithm of the paper. The comparison is made using recall and precision metrics. 

Authors claimed that algorithm presented in the paper gives the best performance without 

explaining the evaluation procedure which lowers the reliability of the results. 

Web-Usage mining based recommendation system is developed in [47]. They used longest 

common subsequence (LCS) algorithm for classifying user navigational patterns. Their model 

consists of traditional two-phase model, which consist of offline and online phase. They focused 

on improving the online module by using LCS, and in offline model they follow the traditional 

methods for data preparation which includes, data pre-processing, pattern finding and analyzing. 

In their experiments they used K-fold cross validation method to test performance in accuracy, 

coverage and F1, F2 metrics. According to these experiments their accuracy increases up to 70%, 
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but they didn’t compare their results with other algorithms which is required for understanding 

whether LCS improves recommendations or not. 

Dynamic personalization is performed by system named SUGGEST in [57]. SUGGEST is 

proposed as a novel recommendation module in sense that it uses one online single module 

instead of standard two modules with offline and online components to make recommendations. 

It relies on web usage mining for making page link recommendation. It is based on an 

incremental personalization procedure which is tightly coupled with Web Server. Users are 

clustered according to the navigational behavior and according to the found frequent patterns, 

users are suggested page links. Usage information is represented as a graph. It has one limitation 

that it doesn’t consider the content of the web pages but relies only on to the order of page 

visited in a session for determining user interests. Incorporating content of resources to 

determination of user interests can increase the accuracy of system. 

[29] tries to improve the accuracy and computational performance of recommenders by 

discovering association rules from usage data. It tries to provide a solution to problems of sparse 

data, and scalability issues of collaborative filtering by analyzing click-stream data. In their 

paper they designed a data structure for storing frequent item sets which would improve the 

performance of recommender. Discovered item sets are stored in a Frequent Item set Graph 

which is an extension of lexicographic tree. The recommendation engine takes this graph as an 

input and matches it with the user’s activities to generate recommendations. In the 

implementation, fixed-size sliding window is used to capture the actions of users. The 

performance is improved as the recommendation algorithm creates recommendations from items 

sets directly before generating the association rules. Experiments showed that this approach 

outperforms k-nearest neighbor algorithm in precision and coverage while improving the 

computation time. 

Similar to the [40] [39] makes recommendations based on the navigational patterns of similar 

users. But instead of relying only on user navigational behavior, it also incorporates conceptual 

relationships between web documents into process. They used this approach in their web 

personalization system SEWeP. In their paper they tried to solve the problems of 

recommendations not considering semantic information of items and new-item problem. They 

used domain ontology in combination with users’ navigational behavior for producing 

recommendations. They also explained the architecture of SEWeP which covers semantics 

characterization of web content and combination of this content with web usage data. They 

supported their methodology by applying blind tests to users. 

Authors of [48] improve Markov Models in modeling of user’s navigational behavior. 

Markov models traditionally only relies on usage data in prediction of user navigation. In this 

paper, Markov models are integrated with link analysis which uses page-rank style algorithm. 

This algorithm is used for assigning prior probabilities to web pages based on the importance of 

them. The deficiencies of Markov Models are mostly due to assignment of initial probabilities; 

for example they assign initial probabilities uniformly or proportional to the times each page 

visited. But these assignments lead unfair weighting between pages, because each page should 

have an initial probability proportional to its importance in the web graph. To overcome these 

problems, this paper proposes to use a page-rank style algorithm which assigns the prior 

probabilities according to the structure and navigational patterns of the web site. Their 

evaluations showed that their idea of assigning prior probabilities according to these criteria 

really improves the accuracy of predictions. 

Web usage mining 
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[2], [3] and [55] gives general overview of application of web mining in web personalization. 

They describe the steps of web mining and explain how web mining can be exploited for 

adapting information of web according to the needs of users. [2] gives the modules of a web 

personalization system which covers web usage mining (user profiling and log analysis), content 

management, information acquisition and searching and web publishing. Whereas [3] explains 

the application areas of web usage mining which could be personalization, system improvement, 

business intelligence etc.  But it also mainly focuses on web usage mining and gives the 

overview of WebSIFT which is designed to perform web usage mining techniques that they 

describe in their paper. [55] solely focuses on how to apply web usage mining in automatic 

personalization of web pages. It gives a detailed explanation of steps of usage mining that are 

data preparation, discovery of usage profiles, patterns and making recommendations out of these 

profiles and patterns. All of these papers are very useful in getting a general overview and 

learning the details of web mining.  

2.4.4 Related Work on Hybrid Approaches 

Instead of making recommendations solely on user ratings, [7] provides another sources 

for improving collaborative filtering. They integrate user ratings with item ontology in 

recommendation process. They also evaluated their system using a movie web site which showed 

that their methods outperform in accuracy the traditional collaborative filtering method. It uses 

item ontology for inferring the user preferences, and then uses collaborative filtering to generate 

recommendations. New metrics such as measuring similarity between users within item ontology 

and items within taxonomy is tried as a solution for sparse item-rating space. Drawback of their 

solution is that, computational complexity of their algorithm is O(n²) where n is number of items 

rated in a single visit. This in addition to fact of expensive item similarity computation prevents 

their algorithm to be applied in practice. 

In [6] authors come with different methods to use in recommendation systems. Instead of 

following traditional one-dimensional rating systems, they propose to use multi-dimensional 

approach. In addition to this, usage of contextual information besides the typical information 

about users and items is also offered in this article. They also present a rating estimation model 

for multi-dimensional approach and an algorithm to combine multi-dimensional and two-

dimensional approaches. The motivation behind using contextual information rises from the 

different requirements that need to be addressed in different contexts. For example while making 

a recommendation to a single user, consideration of only user preferences are enough, but 

recommending a movie to a couple on the valentine day has different requirements. Authors try 

to achieve better recommendations by incorporating different contextual information such as 

date, place, and companion into recommendation process.  

Similarly multi-dimensional rating system is needed for handling importance of different 

perspectives of the items. For example a user can be interested in the success of the actors more 

than the general success of a movie. This paper addresses these issues in great detail, and 

proposes very novel techniques to use in recommendation models. It also gives a general survey 

about the traditional recommendation methods such as collaborative, content based, hybrid 

recommenders, user, item similarity functions, etc. OLAP tools are used for representing multi-

dimensional rating systems and hierarchy of context information (time dimension can be 

separated into three categories such as weekday, weekend, holiday). It is highlighted in the paper 

that, the dimension selection is very important and needs to be chosen according to type of 

applications. Trivial dimensions which don’t affect the recommendation process because they 
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have similar ratings from every user need to be discarded to fasten the computations. Because 

there are well-established methods for calculating two-dimensional ratings, they proposed the 

reduction-based method for reducing n-dimensional ratings into two-dimensions.  

Then they proposed a combined reduction-based collaborative filtering which uses either 

pure two-dimensional approach or apply reduction for converting n-dimension to two-dimension. 

In pure two-dimensional approach the two-dimension out of n-dimension is chosen for making 

recommendations. Whereas in the reduction-based approach instead of choosing the best two-

dimensions, the ratings for n-dimensions would be aggregated to two-dimensions. Then their 

approach would choose either pure method or reduction method according to the expected 

performance. Theoretically this hybrid approach should perform equally or better than pure 

approach as reduction based approach is only used if it performs better than pure approach. 

However in practice this may not be true as performance depends on the data. 

Decision support metrics are suggested to be used in recommender systems because they 

measure how well a recommendation system can predict which items will be highly rated. This is 

better suited for recommendation systems; because they focus on recommending the best 

available items. They evaluated their system using F-measures, and results showed that their 

combined reduction-based collaborative filtering approach outperforms the standard two-

dimension collaborative filtering approach. Nevertheless they noted that this performance highly 

dependent on the context of the application that is tested. They concluded their paper by 

remarking on the importance of scalability of recommendation algorithms and needs for high 

volume of data. 

AWESOME is developed as an adaptive web site recommender in [37]. It uses group of 

recommenders for automatically generating web site recommendations. For each 

recommendation, according to the rules in the system, one of the recommender is chosen. These 

rules are not static and the criteria for choosing the recommenders are updated dynamically 

according to the feedback of the users. So AWESOME has two phases where in the first one the 

recommender is chosen, and then the chosen recommender makes the recommendations. 

Architecture of the system considers the context while making the recommendations. This 

context is defined by set of parameters such as timestamp of HTTP request, user-related data etc. 

It also uses web mining for using implicit knowledge in the process. 

The main separation for the recommenders is made according to these three criteria, that are 

whether they use information on current content (page, product information), current user 

(referrer information, search keywords etc.), usage history of users (purchase data, web usage 

etc.). It also considers additional context information such as current date or time. In their 

implementation, they used 8 different recommenders according to usage of this information. 

They tested their system in live environment according to the accepted (it checks whether user 

clicked on one of the recommendations), viewed (the user eventually access one of the 

recommended page in their visit) and purchased (user purchase an item in the visit) measures. It 

is seen that each recommender’s performance quality changes according to the context. For 

example the recommender that only consider current user’s search keywords performs very well 

for study pages whereas the recommender which considers personal interests gives the best 

recommendations for navigation pages. Selection rules are straight forward if then rules, but 

weights of these rules are updated dynamically according to the feedback of users. As a summary 

the paper gives a very detailed analysis of their system. AWESOME is one of the most 

promising systems in the field which uses several important features such as web mining, context 
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information, referrer information in addition to traditional recommender approaches of content-

based and collaborative filtering. 

In [38], hybrid recommender system Yoda’s complexity has been improved. Yoda combines 

collaborative and content-based filtering in its recommendations. Recommendations are made 

considering different data sources such as human experts, web navigation patterns, clusters of 

user evaluation. In the paper they also update confidence of the recommendations automatically 

by utilizing implicit feedback. Their experiments showed that, system’s complexity is low (O (n 

where n is the number of items in the recommendation lists) and remains constant even though 

the user/item sets grow. System’s accuracy is twice more than the accuracy of nearest neighbor 

algorithms. They owe this accuracy improvement to usage of genetic-algorithm based learning 

mechanisms. Most important feature of Yoda is; it doesn’t depend on explicit feedback of users; 

but it exploits client-side data for getting implicit feedback. Also they use human experts in 

recommendation process too for improving the reliability of these implicit feedbacks.  

Authors of [49] proposed a hybrid recommender system which also combines collaborative 

filtering with content-based methods. Their main idea is to group users according to the content-

based user profiles instead of grouping them according to the co-rated items. They try to solve 

the problem of sparse co-rated item set problem, because collaborative filtering techniques uses 

these co-rated item sets for making recommendations. However their approach considers 

dissimilar item similarity too while forming neighborhoods which is not considered as a good 

practice because similarity of negative feedbacks don’t work well in recommendations. They 

applied their approach to WordNet which is a lexical database for English. They used tf-idf and 

Rocchio algorithms for measuring item similarity and learning mechanisms. Instead of 

measuring document similarities solely based on word frequency, they used concept semantics 

for overcoming synonym problems. So their system can determine high similarity for documents 

which use different terms to explain the same concepts. They compared the accuracy of their 

algorithm with collaborative filtering algorithm which uses Pearson’s coefficient for computing 

user similarity, and results showed that their algorithm slightly outperforms the traditional 

approach. 

[50] proposes another hybrid recommendation model for web users. In their model, multiple 

recommender systems work in parallel and in the end their results combined and presented to 

users. They applied web usage mining for handling the frequent changes happening in dynamic 

web sites and to improve the accuracy of recommendations. Their system consists of two 

modules which are “Web Page Prediction Model Based on Click-Stream Tree Representation of 

User Behavior (CST Model)” and “Model-Based Clustering and Visualization of Navigational 

Patterns on a Web site (Markov-Model)”. One of the recommendation modules is chosen 

according to the weights and these weights are updated with respect to the feedback from users 

and prediction accuracy. They tested their system with using different recommendation 

algorithms too and results showed that the system should be consist of recommender modules 

which complement each other, otherwise the system’s accuracy is lower than pure usage of 

constituent modules. Therefore in the end they used CST model and Markov Model in their final 

system which gives the best results. 

A Hybrid music recommender system is presented in [51]. This system ranks songs using 

collaborative and content-based approaches. In their evaluation of songs they used ratings of 

users and acoustic features of audio signals. Their systems’ goal is to give recommendations with 

high accuracy and high coverage of artists. They used a Three-way aspect Bayesian Network 

model for accurately representing user preferences. Also instead of having an offline phase, they 
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used incremental online training module which updates this Bayesian model. Their results 

showed that accuracy of recommendations in average are increased by 5% than pure 

collaborative or content-based methods. However in artist coverage, their system is 

outperformed by model-based content filtering algorithm. 

[52] proposes a novel hybrid recommendation approach. They make use of conceptual 

relationships among web resources and make web page recommendations according to the usage 

behavior which is enriched by semantic knowledge. They enhance reinforcement learning by 

incorporating different data sources into process. This approach is novel in sense that, instead of 

using user ratings and explicit feedback, it uses web mining to discover user preferences. It also 

uses conceptual relationships between web resources to improve the deficiencies encountered 

while applying web usage mining such as recommending new web pages, coverage of pages to 

recommend etc. They try to give semantic meanings to the users’ navigation behavior for 

overcoming these problems. For this they mapped pages to higher level concepts such as 

catalogue pages and they also map user visited pages to higher levels and they suggest new pages 

according to these concepts. They applied DCC (Document Conceptual Clustering) clustering 

algorithm to cluster web site content which is an incremental hierarchical clustering algorithm. 

Rewarding function which tries to shorten the browsing time for users so that they can reach to 

desired page as quick as possible, takes content similarity into account while making 

recommendations. So the main idea behind this intuition is to recommend pages to visitors which 

are semantically relevant to visited pages. In their evaluations they used, hit ratio, percentage of 

hits, predictive ability and many other metrics. Results showed that hit ratio of this approach is 

not as high as pure usage mining techniques but it outperforms other algorithms in terms of page 

coverage. This shows the trade-off between generalized (higher coverage, lower accuracy) and 

detailed knowledge (higher accuracy, lower coverage). 

Different from most of the papers, [18] proposes a hybrid approach which combines item-

based collaborative filtering with case-based reasoning for personalized recommendations. 

System is composed of two phase where in the first phase, item-based collaborative filtering 

which also considers context comes up with information items relevant according to the past 

ratings and personal information. Then in the second phase, case-based reasoning component 

makes relevant recommendations according to the constituent of these information items. One 

example could be in the first phase according to the users past history it can be seen that user 

search CD’s according to the lyrics and mood of the songs. Then first phase can collect CDs 

according to these perspectives and in the second phase songs from these CDs’ are recommended 

to users. Novelty of this approach is instead of considering single dimension rating systems, it 

considers multi-dimension ratings, and makes preferences based on multi-dimension ratings. So 

in the item-based collaborative filtering, instead of separating items according to liked/disliked 

groups, they are separated differently according to the usage of different perspectives. Therefore 

comparison of user, item similarity is made between the similarity vectors with n-dimension 

where n shows the rating dimensions. They used F1 metrics for testing performance of 

recommendations in usage of different number of perspectives. Results showed that as the 

number of perspectives increased the performance also increased. This is explained as if the 

similarity based on fewer perspectives the similar item space gets larger which contains items 

that are actually irrelevant to target users. 

[36] also applies a novel hybrid recommendation model. Their model is composed of 

demographic, content-based and collaborative filtering. Ontology is used in user and user-

interface modeling for determining objects, concepts and relations between them. Interestingly 
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they also apply ant colony metaphor in their recommendation model. It tries to choose the most 

optimal path in the user interface graph. In their architecture they defined user, item and interface 

models where the first two are essential for any recommender systems. For enabling 

communication between different web-sites they proposed to use ontology. User model is 

composed of demographic information such as name, address, usage data which determines user 

preferences, interests. Ontology is used for determining similar user groups. Interface model is 

represented as a graph, and interface models are described by several interface attributes such as 

type of layout, number of columns, topics of interests, etc. Ants in ant colonies that are almost 

blind, can find their way from nest to a food and back, by communication through a particular 

chemical substance. This is called any colony metaphor, and they applied this approach to their 

system. So interface recommendation is made by finding the path which has the highest usability 

by a user (ant in the colony). However the paper didn’t show the results of the applied technique. 

It only comments that there were slight improvements (0.3 out of 10 point scale) in user 

satisfaction. 

Fab is one of the oldest recommendation systems which combine content-based and 

collaborative filtering recommendations. It is explained in [14] and it has started working on 

December 1994. In this paper, they highlighted how Fab overcomes the known limitations of 

pure content-based and collaborative filtering approaches, in addition to how Fab enables group 

awareness and communication between users. The latter is done by automatic identification of 

users with similar taste. Users are grouped together according to the user-profiles that are based 

on content analysis. These groups are used in collaborative filtering to make recommendations. 

This paper didn’t consider usage of web mining for retrieving implicit feedback, which could 

remedy their deficiencies in eliciting explicit feedback from users. However this paper was one 

of the earliest works in this area and leads many researches. Problems mentioned in the paper 

such as scalability, cold-start problems are still common problems encountered in current 

recommendation systems need to be addressed. 

Famous applications such as Stumble Upon, Facebook, Yahoo also uses recommendation 

engines to attract users for using their systems, and providing interesting resources to their users. 

Stumble Upon makes recommendation of web pages, videos, pictures from web to its users. 

These recommendations are made upon the chosen categories users specified (content-based) 

and also according to the ratings users are giving to items collaborative filtering is used to 

recommend items from similar users. Stumble Upon uses friend networks to make more accurate 

recommendations. Same approach is followed by Facebook, as people receive news from their 

friends’ activities. Recently it started to ask for ratings from users to come up with more related 

items. Yahoo is one of the earliest systems that applied personalization for its websites [56]. My 

Yahoo! is the personalized Yahoo pages for individual users. Users specify which contents they 

are interested in and information about these subjects are displayed to them automatically. 

Recommender systems are the essence of the popularity of these systems (175 million of active 

users in Facebook [53]) and this shows the importance of recommendation engines in the success 

of web-based applications as it can be seen that market leaders such as Facebook, Yahoo, Google 

owns their success by applying personalization in their web sites using recommender engines. 

As it can be seen, in the last two decades lots of researches have been done and applications 

have been developed using recommender engines. The main goal of all these studies is to 

personalize web resources according to the needs and interests of users. Even though 

recommender engines are started to be used in many e-commerce applications, most of these 

systems have deficiencies because of the simplicity of recommendations strategies used in these 
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systems. In the next section we will describe how we will overcome these deficiencies, and 

explain in detail what we will do in this master thesis. 
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3 Framework 
In this part we will give the outline for our master project. More particularly; we will give 

our goals in the project; give the sketch of our development process which includes how we will 

proceed in the project; what techniques we will try, what we will evaluate and so on. We will 

first start by giving our goals in the project. 

3.1 Goals of the Project 

In this section we will briefly explain what we want to achieve in this master project. Here 

are our goals: 

 

• Develop and implement a recommendation engine for Bizztravel to help them achieve 

their business goals. 

o Improving the chance of capturing the interest of customers by showing the most 

interesting items corresponding to their user model. 

o Making shortcuts in the search path that leads to purchases 

• Implement a recommendation engine purely based on anonymous users and implicit 

feedback 

o Overcome the unreliable nature of implicit feedback by successfully determining 

the users’ interest on items. Make correct assumptions on determination of user 

interest by data analysis. 

• Determine whether hybrid algorithm that combines content, collaborative filtering beside 

contextual information performs better than pure collaborative filtering or not. 

• Evaluate the effect of contextual information (usage of day type) in the recommendation 

process. 

• Develop a general architecture for recommendation engines that tries to cover all 

perspective of recommendation engines. 

3.2 Methodology 

In this section we will briefly explain how we will achieve our goals, we will introduce 

the techniques that we will use in the project and give the details of the working environment 

that we will work on. 

• Web Mining: Web mining will be used to model the users and items through implicit 

feedback that will be gained through the web logs. Web logs are created and stored by 

Adversitement and they are kept in a session level. Then in our project we had done some 

data cleaning to remove sessions that skew the data analysis such as sessions end after 

one click. After data cleaning we did some data analysis to gather some information 

about the customers of the system and usage statistics of the web site. According to this 

information; we made our assumptions for determining the users’ interest on items. In the 

latest phase we modeled the items and users according to the clicked items and search 

parameters used in the web site. 

• Recommendation Algorithms: We first implemented pure recommendation algorithms 

that are collaborative filtering and our own algorithm based on search parameters. We 

integrated the contextual information to both of these algorithms. Then we added content 

filtering to the pure collaborative filtering to come up with a hybrid algorithm. In the 
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latest version of the engine; we combined knowledge based component to the system 

which contains promotions and campaigns of Bizztravel, and make recommendations by 

combining the results of this knowledge based component, hybrid algorithm and 

algorithm based on search parameter. 

• Evaluation Techniques: In the evaluation we tried to see whether hybrid algorithm of 

content and collaborative filtering performs better than pure collaborative filtering 

according to the hit accuracy metric. Also we tried our algorithms with making different 

assumptions on the determination of user interest. Then we also checked whether our 

algorithm based on search parameter makes any shortcuts in the purchase scenarios such 

as reducing the search path. Last but not least in all our evaluations we evaluate the effect 

of using day type in the recommendation process and see whether contextual information 

really improves recommendation process or not. 

• Discussion on the Results: In the last part we gave our comments, insights that we 

gained and conclusion about the results we achieved in our evaluations.  

3.3 Working Environment 

We developed this project using Java under Eclipse Framework and for database 

transactions we used MySQL database which is also employed by Bizztravel. For the connection 

to the MySQL from Java we used JDBC. Our main motivation behind choosing these 

environments was all of these tools and frameworks are free and platform independent, so we 

want to provide a chance for future  researchers to work in this project without making any 

constraints on working environment. 
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4 Development 
In this section we will explain development process of our application. Here we will give 

the details of the algorithms we applied. Also our motivation behind choosing these algorithms 

will be explained. We will start by explaining how we did the web mining for gathering the 

required data to make recommendations. 

4.1 Web Mining 

In this section we will describe how we achieved web mining in our system. In the 

following parts we will describe how we collected the data and explain the pre-processing we 

applied to these data and finally we will explain our data analysis techniques that we used to 

gather important information out of the web logs. 

4.1.1 Data Collection 

Adversitement uses a tool called Site Catalyst which is a web analytics tool. It keeps all 

information for each clicks happening in the web site and it identifies users in the session level. 

Therefore each session can be considered as a different user in our system. A session is defined 

as a sequence of requests made by a single user during a certain time period to the same web site 

[28]. For Site Catalyst session ends when the user doesn’t make any request from the web server 

for 30 minutes, so in a session time interval between consecutive clicks cannot be more than 30 

minutes. 

Site Catalyst keeps information such as unique session id, IP address of the computer making 

the request, name of the page user is viewing, timestamp of it, values in get and post request such 

as search keywords, the id of the items clicked, etc. However it keeps all these information in 

one long query string. Therefore it needs to be processed to be usable in recommendation 

process. In the next section we will describe this process. 

4.1.2 Data Restructuring 

First we will show the entity relation diagram of our system in Figure 5 and then give the 

details of some of the important tables that we used frequently in our system. 
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Figure 5: ER Diagram of our Database 

 

Information about each click in Bizztravel is stored by Site Catalyst as a string, and we 

re-structured these data according to the following format and stored them in a database table 

called “Sessions”. 

 

• Data Structure for each Row from Site Catalyst: Table for Sessions 
o id: id which is the unique identifier of the row 

o Session Id: Session id that is assigned by Site Catalyst to identify users. 

o Page Name: The name of the page in the application that the user viewed in this 

request. 

o Referrer: It stores the name of the previous page that the users come from. 
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o User Event: It stores the type of the event user made in the application. User Events 

could be one of the followings: 

� Enter Site: The user entered the site for the first time; this identifies the 

beginning of a session. 

� Search: User made a search in the application, and for search event, 

information about the details of the search stored in another table in our 

database. 

� View Product: User clicked on an item and checks the details of it. Each 

View Product event is stored in transaction table to use them in 

recommendation process. 

� Booking 1: This is the first step of the booking a holiday which consists of 

five steps and this action means that user checked the prices of the holiday 

package. Again this event is stored in transaction table for later using it. 

� Add Product: This is the second step of the booking and here user added the 

item to their basket. Again this event is stored in transaction table for later 

using it. 

� Booking 2: This is the third step of booking. It is again stored in transaction 

table for later using it. 

� Checkout Product: This is the fourth step of the booking, and it is also stored 

in transaction table for later using it. 

� Purchase Product: This is the latest step of booking where the user made the 

actual purchase. It is also stored in transaction table for later using it. 

o Timestamp: It stores the time and day of the request. 

o New Visit: It determines whether the user visited the current page before or this is the 

first time user accessed this page. 

o URL: URL of the requested page. 

o Query: The query that is retrieved from site catalyst which keeps all the details of the 

current request. Even though storing it can be seen as redundancy, we store it in case 

that we might need some information in the future that isn’t needed now. 

o Day Type: It stores the type of the day that the request happened which could be 

either weekend or week. This is again a redundant field as it could be understood 

from timestamp but to fasten the computations we stored it as another field. 

o Time Spent: It stores the number of seconds the user spent in the current page. We 

thought of using this value as measuring how much the user liked the item; but later 

we saw that values are not reliable because the users are browsing in tabbed fashion. 

In this case the time stamp of each new opened tag is almost same, but the latest tab 

the user looked will have a higher value for time spent which doesn’t necessarily 

mean that the user spent the most time in this page. 

 

As we described above; for each search of the user we keep details of the search in another 

table called “SearchInfo” in our database. This table is used for retrieving information about 

search which will be used later in our recommendation algorithms. Here is the structure of this 

table:  

 

Table SearchInfo: 
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• Id: Id is the foreign key from the “Sessions” table which identifies request where the search 

happened. 

• Session Id: It stores the session id of the session where the search has happened. It is stored 

for increasing performance as we want to avoid join operators between tables as much as 

possible. 

• Day Type: The type of the day the search happened; this is also stored for improving the 

efficiency and making recommendations based on day type. 

• Number of Results: It stores the number of results displayed to the user. 

• Number of Search Fields: It stores how many search parameters the user used in their 

search. 

• Search Query: It stores the search parameter and keywords pair that is used in the search. 

 

Another table which is called “TransactionInfo” stores information about the events such as 

“View Product”, “Booking” etc. This table is used for measuring how much the user liked the 

items in these transactions, and it will be used in the recommendation algorithms that we will 

describe later. Here are the fields of this table: 

 

Table TransactionInfo: 

• Id: Id is the foreign key from the “Sessions” table which identifies request where the search 

happened. 

• Session Id: It stores the session id of the session where the search has happened. It is stored 

for increasing performance as we want to avoid join operators between tables as much as 

possible. 

• Day Type: The type of the day the search happened; this is also stored for improving the 

efficiency and making recommendations based on day type. 

• Transaction Type: This is the type of event the user did which is considered as a transaction 

in our system. This field can be one of the following values “View Product”, “Booking”, 

“Add Product”, “Checkout Product”, “Purchase Product”. 

• Product Name: It is the product id of the item that belongs to this transaction. 

 

We keep information about users in the table called “Users” and each user is identified by 

session Id. Here is the table structure: 

 

Table Users: 

• Session Id: Unique Identifier of the users. 

• Referrer Keyword: It describes how the user accessed the application. It could be either 

by bookmark where the user entered the website directly without coming from any other 

page or from Google by making search. In this case the search keywords that the user 

used are also stored and they will be used to make initial recommendations to users. 

• User Type: Type of the user which will be defined by the search parameters the user 

used. For example if the user makes lots of search where the price keyword was constant 

but destination had been changed frequently, we tag this users’ type as “Price” because 

this behavior shows that the most important criteria for this user is “Price”. 

• Average Rating: This is the average rating the user is giving for products. Even though 

users are not giving any explicit ratings for items; we assign ratings to the items by user 

according to the number of clicks the user made on items. In this field we store the 
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average number of clicks the user made on items and we use this value while measuring 

the adjusted cosine similarity. 

 

For each user we also keep the search parameters the user used in their searches. Here is the 

structure of the table that we used for storing this information: 

 

Table UserSearchParameters: 

• Session Id: It defines the user that made the search. 

• Search Parameter: It stores the name of the search parameter such as Price, Destination, 

etc. 

• Search Keywords: It stores the value that the user used in this search parameter. For 

example Greece is one of the keywords can be used for Destination. Also in this 

application all the keywords are predefined and they have to be chosen from combo 

boxes. 

• Weight: It keeps the number of this particular search parameter and keyword pair entered 

by the current user. 

 

In another table we also keep the items that the user showed interest. We determine this 

interest by analyzing the number of clicks the user made. For each clicked item, if the user 

clicked on an item more than its average clicks it means the user liked the item, otherwise it 

means the user didn’t like the item. So we tried to predict ratings for each item by considering 

number of clicks on an item as an indicator of interest. Here is the structure for this table. 

 

Table UserInterestedItems: 

Session Id: It defines the user that is related with the product. 

Product Name: It is the id of the product the user related with. 

Weight: It is the value of the item for the user according to our prediction, so it can be seen as 

the rating the user gave for the item. It is computed by reducing the average number of clicks of 

a user from the number of clicks the user made on the item. Negative value shows that the user is 

not interested in item and positive means the user interested in the items. We substitute average 

from the number of clicks for improving the efficiency as we will use that value in computing 

adjusted cosine similarity. 

Like Ratio: It shows how much the user liked the item and it can be 0, 1 or 2. 0 means the user 

didn’t like the item and it is determined by a negative value in the Weight field, 1 corresponds to 

a positive value in Weight and it means the user liked the item. 2 corresponds to the items that 

the user purchased which can be interpreted as the user loved the item. 

 

Items that are clicked after particular searches and their connection to these search 

parameters are also stored in a table in our database. This table is used in one of the 

recommendation algorithms that we will use later on. Here is the structure of this table: 

 

Table ItemKeywords: 

• Item Name: It is the id of the item which is unique. 

• Parameter: It stores the name of the search parameter such as Price, Destination, etc. 

• Keyword: It stores the value that the user entered in to the search parameter. 
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• Count: It stores the number of times this item is clicked after a search with this 

parameter and keyword pair. 

 

One of recommendation algorithms needs item similarities and for improving computational 

performances we store item similarities in a table. Here is the structure of this table: 

 

Table ItemSimilarities: 

• Item: It is the id of the given product 

• Related Item: It is the id the given related product 

• Similarity Value: It is the value that can range between -1 to 1, where -1 show that the 

given items are totally opposite and 1 means the given items can be considered almost 

same. 0 shows that items are independent from each other and other values shows weight 

of similarities. This value is computed by adjusted cosine similarity which will be 

described in the later sections. 

• Day Type: It stores which kind of transactions have been used while computing this 

similarity value. So for each related items three different kinds of similarity values are 

calculated which are for week days, weekend days and for any kind of day. 

 

We stored the recommendations for each request in the table named recommendations. And 

recommendation type of each recommendation is kept in this table too, which identifies how this 

recommendation is made such as recommendation is made from collaborative filtering or from 

knowledge-based component: 

 

Table Recommendations: 

• Id: Id is the foreign key from the “Sessions” table which identifies request that the 

recommendations are displayed for. 

• ItemName: Represents the item that is recommended. 

• RecommendationType: Identifies from which component, algorithm this 

recommendation made, such as knowledge-based component, recommendations based on 

search query, etc. 

4.1.3 Data Cleaning 

After structuring the data we remove some sessions that could create skews in our 

recommendations such as sessions that ended very quickly. In our case we saw that the average 

number of page views happening in a session is almost 4; therefore we removed sessions that 

ended less than 4 clicks from our database for improving the performance of our system and also 

improving the qualities of recommendations. Apart from this we didn’t have to deal with regular 

data cleaning happens in web mining thanks to the Site Catalyst as it already removes unwanted 

sessions happens through crawling activities, bots, etc. 

4.1.4 Data Analysis 

After restructuring the data we had analyzed our data and come up with some interesting 

insights for Bizztravel; here we will display them. Before them here are the statistics about the 

data we used while coming with these results. 

Features of Web Logs Training Data 

Beginning Date: 2009-05-10 00:27:02.0 
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End Date: 2009-05-18 01:44:05.0 

Number of Rows: 91242 

Number of Sessions: 7283 

Number of Purchases: 95 

Number of Searches: 19713 

Number of Accommodations: 374 
Table 1: Details of Web Logs 

4.1.5 Interesting Facts and Insights Gained From Web Logs 

• Traffic of data doesn’t change very dramatically according to the day type. It means 

that number of visitors to the website, and number of purchases happening in web site 

is similar in week or weekend days. This balanced ratio might be a result of the fact 

that the customer segment of this application consist of students and young people 

who are not bound to working hours and might easily access the web site during any 

time and day in week. There are approximately 90 purchases per week and 70 of them 

happens in week days and 20 of them happens weekend. 

• Traffic is high between 11:00 to 15:00 and 17:00 to 21:00 and most of the purchases 

happen during this period. We were surprised to see this as experience of 

Adversitement made us expect that the purchases after working hours would be 

particularly higher than rest of the day because we were expecting to see that users 

would make searches in the morning and would buy products in the evening. 

However our analyses show that users are likely to make purchases in afternoon as 

much as in evening. We believe this is again as a result of the users of the system 

being students rather than employees. 

• We saw that between 00:00 and 06:00 the data traffic in the website almost stop and 

this provides us a chance to run our offline phase of our recommender during this 

period. We plan to train our engine by using the last week of data every evening so 

that our engine will be up to date all the time. 

• In average each session ended in 4 clicks and almost one third of the sessions end 

with less than 4 clicks (2634 out of 7283). As discussed above these sessions are 

removed from our database not to skew our recommendations. Also this shows that 

many users just come to this application and leave the site after making one search 

and not finding what they are looking for. This shows that Bizztravel have room for 

improvement in sense of not losing the potential customers by presenting better 

results to them. 

• In average the sessions ended with purchases end in 20 clicks. In most of the cases 

users make couple of searches and choose a product, then purchase that product. 

Therefore we can conclude that in many cases the users first come to site and search 

for some items then later on they come back and make purchases. 

• It is seen that almost %30-40 percent of the users access the application through 

bookmark. This shows that there is a high amount of customers who are familiar with 

this application. 

• %20 of users come from Google, and most of these users access the web site by using 

specific keywords such as ‘Beach Master’ which is the name of the application. 

Therefore usage of keywords in the initial recommendations is not suitable for in 

most of the cases. 
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• Rest of the users is mostly coming from web site portals which include similar web 

sites to Bizztravel which also sell holiday packages. This shows that users are not 

making search from only this application but they look for options from more than 

one web site. Therefore providing the most interesting items to users as soon as 

possible is very crucial for not losing a potential customer to a rival who is quicker 

than Bizztravel in providing interesting items. 

 

From the above statistics and insights we concluded that, users are not focusing on particular 

time periods to make searches and other times to make purchases but in contrary at any time of 

the time and week they can make search or purchase. But there is still a difference in the 

navigation behavior of users according to the day type that is users spend more time for 

searching in weekends compared to week days which could be a result of the fact that people 

have always more free time in weekends whether they are employees or students. Therefore we 

used day type in our recommendation engine as an explicit factor to see whether using it really 

changes the performance of our system. 

Also it is seen that users are making searches from many applications for finding the holiday 

package with best options. Therefore even though we recommend the best item to users; it could 

be that the user might buy the recommended product from another web site that has a better price 

than Bizztravel’s offer. Therefore we concluded that instead of evaluating the performance of our 

recommendation engine on basis of number of sales, we will use number of users that are led to 

the first step of booking where they check the price of the holiday package. This will be a more 

fair technique for evaluating the performance because in the end it is obvious that if the user 

might find a cheaper price in another application; we cannot make them buy that holiday from 

Bizztravel. This goal is illustrated in Figure 1. 

Last but not least; high amount of sessions end before making even 4 clicks show that many 

users give up on searching in the web site because they don’t get good results in their initial 

searches and it means that there is a high potential for capturing the attention of this users by 

recommending more interesting holiday packages to these users instead of displaying holiday 

packages that corresponds to the exact search criteria. 

In the following sections; we will explain our design choices and state our motivation behind 

our decisions. We will describe how we determine whether the user like an item or not and 

explain why did we choose such a method. Also we will explain the recommendation algorithms 

that we will use and which kind of contextual information that will be used in recommendations. 

4.2 Determination of User Interest 

As our system based on anonymous users; it is not possible for us to know exactly 

whether the user liked a holiday package or not. In most of the applications users’ interest in 

items are calculated through the ratings; but this is not the case in our application. 

Therefore we needed to determine a metric for measuring how much user interested in items. 

To achieve this we made some assumptions about user’s actions. Here in this section we will 

briefly explain them: 

4.2.1 Initial Assumptions 

Initially we assumed that; clicking on an item is a sign of interest for users. So when the 

user clicked on an item; we assumed that the user liked the item. Also give more importance to 

items where the user bought a product or checked the prices of it; we used a weighting scheme in 
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measuring the users’ interest too. So here is the initial weighting metric for measuring user 

interest: 

• If the user viewed an item it shows user is interested in the item; and its weight is 1. 

• If the user began the booking step which consists of 5 steps; it shows user is 

interested in the item, and if the user continued until the n
th

 step of the booking 

process; its weight is n + 1. For example the user purchased the item it means the user 

passed through all the booking steps for the item and user is interested in that item 

with weight of 6. 

 

With these initial assumptions; we calculated item similarities according to the ratings we 

assigned for items by users. Then with these calculated item similarities; we evaluated our 

system by evaluation techniques of hit accuracies and average number of step reduction. Our 

results for hit accuracy was around %24 and average step reduction was 1 which means in 

average with our recommendations users reached to the products they bought by making one less 

search. Also we saw that our hit accuracy became much higher which was around %44 while 

making evaluations only with sessions that ended in a purchase. 

While analyzing these results we come up with some important insights about 

recommendation engines. Here we will share them with our readers: 

4.2.2 Lessons Learned from Initial Assumptions 

Since the main goal of Bizztravel is to improve their sales; implicitly this goal was also 

one of the goals of our project. The results of our evaluation shows that we are on the right track 

by using a weighted schema for computing the interest level of users for items. In our method; 

items that are purchased more has higher weight than other items that are just viewed and this led 

to better results for predicting what the users will buy. 

Our specialty in this project is making recommendations without knowing too much about 

the users we are dealing with. For doing so we assumed that viewing an item shows a sign of 

interest. However in our scenario; viewing an item doesn’t necessarily have to mean that the user 

is interested in the item; but they just viewed it to get some information about it; and then it 

could be that the user didn’t like the holiday and keep searching for other holidays or even 

though they liked the item; they keep searching to see their options.  

This leaves us with the fact that; there is only one event in the system which is an exact sign 

that the user is interested in the holiday and it is purchase event. When a user made a purchase; it 

can be counted as the user liked the item and our system can recommend them other similar 

holiday packages which are similar to this purchased item and everything would be fine. 

However things get interesting here; because the following fact spoils everything about this 

good observation and make it useless in a way. Problem with Bizztravel is that; when a user 

made a purchase; their business with the website ends there and they quit the website. Because 

holiday packages are not items that people buy frequently; most of the time they are sold once a 

season per user. However recommendation engines are more suitable for businesses where lots 

of transactions happen by same customer; such as in Amazon where the user could buy several 

books in even one week. And most of the recommendation and evaluation techniques are 

designed for those kinds of applications. So these insights bring us to following conclusions: 

• Recommendation engines need applications where; it is clear whether the user liked the 

given item or not. If this is not clear then assumptions about determining user interest 
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should be done very precisely by making data analysis and communicating with domain 

experts. 

• The users of the system should at least show that they are interested in more than one 

item; so that there can be a solid foundation that the recommendations can be based on. If 

this is not the case; then at least they should make transactions with website frequently so 

that; relations between items themselves or between items and user behavior could be 

extracted out. However this is not the case for Bizztravel too; because users don’t make 

frequent transactions but make only one transaction and stop using web site. 

4.2.3 Differences of our Recommendation Engine than Traditional Ones 

These facts made us understand that; our recommendation engine should be working with 

a different mindset than traditional recommender engines. This is because of the fact that in our 

system; our users don’t get affiliated with more than one item i.e. in our case users don’t buy 

more than one item. This is an important characteristic because of this feature; our recommender 

engine should be recommending items that matches the current user’s profile as much as 

possible. However for traditional recommender engines this is quite different because one of the 

main goals of traditional recommender engines is to show people what might be interesting for 

them; rather than showing the best item. 

So in a sense traditional engine should achieve some kind of discovery process rather 

than coming up with an item that is closest to the user’s profile. This is because; in traditional 

application such as Amazon; Last.fm users enter the website several times and they are looking 

for more than one item; and it is more or less known that what they are interested in and what 

they like; but the main purpose of recommendation engine in those applications is not to 

recommend similar items to users but instead come up with new different items which might not 

be matched exactly with the user profile but might be interesting for user. Therefore traditional 

engines focus more on the novelty feature than similarity. However in our case we cannot focus 

on the novelty feature as our system is a one-time use system; therefore our main goal should be 

recommending the item that matches the current user profile as high as possible instead of trying 

to help users to discover their hidden interests. 

These insights led us to re-structure our assumptions and see how they will affect the 

evaluations. They also made us think about new evaluation approaches that are more suitable for 

using in an anonymous user environment. Here we will give our refined assumptions. 

4.2.4 Refined Assumptions about Defining User Interest 

In our previous assumptions; we used viewing a product as a sign of user’s interest in 

item. However we decided that it is not a correct conclusion as viewing the details of a product 

isn’t supposed to mean that user interested in the item; but it only means that user is looking for 

some holiday. 

Our problem here is that we don’t have any explicit feedback from users and to train our 

recommender engine we have to determine what an indicator of interest for the users is. As the 

only feedback we get from users is their click; we come up with a modified version of our 

previous assumption. This time instead of considering viewing the details of a product as a sign 

of interest; we used the number of clicks on an item as a sign of interest. On top of it; we also 

assumed that if the user only views the details of a holiday but don’t continue with checking the 

price of the holiday and instead of it view the details of another hotel; it means that the user 
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didn’t like the item he clicked on. Again purchase of an item is the strongest sign of indicator. So 

we can list the rules as follows: 

 

• If the user only viewed the details of an item it means the user didn’t like the item. 

• If the user checked the prices or added the item to its basket after viewing the details it 

means user interested in the item. 

• If the user purchased an item that item is the favorite item of the user. 

 

Figure 6 is an illustration of the assumptions we made in the determination of the user 

interest. 

 
Figure 6: Determination of Item Similarities 

 

In addition to these assumptions; we also improved our similarity measurement function. We 

were using pure cosine similarity function which doesn’t consider the differences in users’ 

ratings in our evaluations with previous assumptions. For example for a user who checks the 

prices of all holidays; checking a price of another holiday is not a sign of interest. On the other 

hand for a user who only views details of a holiday but only checks the prices of a hotel once in a 

while; checking the hotel prices is a sign of interest.  

For overcoming the differences in rating scales; we decided to use adjusted cosine similarity. 

In this method; the ratings of users for each item is decreased by that user’s rating average. It is 

obvious that the pure usage of above schema is not suitable for using this technique; because this 

technique is better suited for rating schemas with higher rating interval. So we updated our 

schema above; and included number of clicks and average number of click of users into the 

picture. Here is the latest version of our method: 

 

• For each user the average number the user click on items is computed. 

• For each item the user clicked on; if the user only viewed the details of it but didn’t do 

any other action with the item such as booking it, adding it to a basket; it is a sign of 

dislike for the item. 

• For each item the user viewed details and did other actions such as checking price, etc. if 

the user clicked on the item more than the average number of clicks per item, it is a sign 

of interest otherwise it shows that user didn’t like the item very much. 

• Purchase of an item still makes that item the favorite item of the user. 
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With this methodology; we computed and stored the item similarities in our database by 

using adjusted cosine similarity function. Then we made the same evaluations with our new 

assumptions and the hit accuracies increased to %29 from %25 and average step reduction 

increased to 1.82 from 1. Improvement in the step reduction means that; with our recommender 

engine; users of the application will find the holiday packages they are looking for in a shorter 

amount of time. And implicitly this means that part of the people who quit Bizztravel after not 

finding the items in their initial searches will able to find interesting items with our engine; and 

this will increase the potential of selling holiday packages in the application; which is the main 

business goal. So in other words; with our engine Bizztravel will have more chance of capturing 

the attention of customers and will not lose potential buyers.  

It is obvious that our new assumptions led us to better results; but we still believe that we 

need to find a better evaluation technique than hit accuracy or at least update it a little bit so that 

it is more suitable to be used for anonymous user based applications. In the later sections of this 

thesis; we will describe modifications to hit accuracy and the details of our evaluations will be 

given too. 

We used number of clicks for measuring the sign of interest of users; instead of that we could 

also use time spent on a page as a sign of interest. However we chose number of clicks rather 

than time spent as an indicator and we will explain our motivation for it in the next section. 

4.2.5 Number of Clicks vs. Time Spent 

Because of the anonymous nature of our application; we have to use implicit feedback for 

measuring the users’ interest on items. There are two obvious indicators that we could use and 

they are number of clicks on an item and time spent on a page. Time spent on a page could be 

used for understanding whether the user interested in the item; so to say if the user spent more 

time than average on a particular page; it can be counted as user interested in an item. 

However this approach has its drawbacks because of the unreliability nature of the implicit 

feedback. First of all if it is the case that users totally concentrate on the web site for searching a 

holiday and spent actually all the calculated time spent on page for examining the page; then this 

approach would bring us very important results. Unfortunately this is not the case; and there is 

no way for us to understand whether the user really viewed the page during the whole time the 

page is open or whether user went to a kitchen for getting a coffee and viewed the page for only 

very short amount of time.  

If this was the only exception; this approach might be still useful; but there is even a bigger 

problem than not knowing what the user really did while the page was open. It is a problem 

created thanks to the famous browser Firefox who invented tab browsing. Because of it; in the 

same sessions users might open lots of page from the same web site and view those pages 

sequentially.  

Even though tab-browsing brings a greater usability for internet users; it makes the job of 

web analytics almost impossible to understand when exactly the users start viewing a page. It is 

because the request time of all the pages opened in different tabs have almost the same time; 

even though the user don’t start viewing the pages opened in other tabs immediately. This leads 

to skews in the calculation of time spent on viewing a page, and it makes it useless for us to 

consider it as an indicator of interest in recommendation process. 

Therefore we chose the number of clicks for sign of interest rather than time spent. Because 

number of clicks doesn’t get skewed as much as time spent get. Here we only make the 

assumption that each click on an item has same importance which might not be the case because 
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of the usage of back button. However as we don’t have any chance to understand exactly how 

much the importance of a click we had to consider them equally with respect to understanding 

the users’ interest in items. 

4.3 Choice of Recommendation Algorithms and Components of 
Recommendation Process 

In this part we will describe why we chose the algorithms for our application. As we 

described above we decided to use item-to-item collaborative filtering algorithm and an 

algorithm based on search terms. 

4.3.1 Item-to-Item Collaborative Filtering 

We used item-to-item collaborative filtering algorithm that is used in Amazon. First of all 

we chose item-to-item collaborative filtering because of the fact that they perform better than 

user-to-user algorithm and they are scalable to be run with a huge item space [60]. Also in our 

case working with a user-to-user algorithm would lead to computational problems because we 

treat each session as new user and this would lead to a huge user space compared to our small 

item-space. 

We used Amazon’s technique rather than traditional algorithm for improving the 

computational efficiency. Because traditional algorithm tries to compute item similarities 

between each item even though between some items there aren’t any common customers who 

showed interest to both items. In Amazon’s approach items that are interested by common 

customers only taken into account while computing the similarities between them. 

Apart from these facts success of Amazon also pull our attention to work with this algorithm 

and see how it will work in an anonymous user application which is not the case in Amazon. 

Also in our application the main feature set that we model users based on the items they 

click; therefore it is logical for us to compute similarities between items so that we can 

recommend items to users according to the items they showed some kind of interest. Therefore 

by using a collaborative filtering algorithm; we believed that we can overcome the deficiencies 

of not able to define users with personal information such as age, holiday interests etc. 

4.3.2 Recommendations Based on Search Terms 

The main purpose of this algorithm is to make relations between items and search terms. 

Search terms are one of the most important feedbacks that we were getting from web logs and 

also one of our goals is to reduce the amount of time users are spending on search. So we believe 

that if we can make some relations between search terms and items then according to the entered 

search terms we might bring the most interesting items to users. 

Therefore we chose such an algorithm so that we can exploit resources in our hands which 

were search terms. Also one other important feature of search terms is that they implicitly give 

us content and contextual information too. Search Parameters such as “Destination”, “Hotel 

Type” gives us information for coming up with recommendations using content information. 

Search parameters such as “Price”, “Number of Travelers” give us contextual information and by 

making connections between these parameters and items; we are able to put contextual 

information into recommendation process which is a deficiency in many of the traditional 

recommendation engines. 
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4.3.3 Choice of Contextual Information 

After analyzing the data of Bizztravel we concluded that using week day and weekend 

day data separately in recommendations might bring us better results. By doing so we wanted to 

see whether people have different kind of decision mechanism according to the week or weekend 

days. Our motivation was; weekend days are holidays and people would be more motivated in 

making purchases and would have more free time than week days to make better searches. 

We are suggested to use time of day too separately and check how the users’ navigation 

behavior changes with respect to the working hours (9:00-18:00). However after analyzing the 

data we saw that; traffic load of the web site wasn’t difference in working hours and after work 

hours. Therefore we decided to give up on making a separation because of time constraints of 

our project; even though it would be interesting to see how this separation would change the 

performance of recommendations. 

Also as our application based on a search mechanism where users might search for items 

according to the features such as “Price”, “Number of Travelers” we implicitly used this kind of 

contextual information in our recommendations too; but again because of time limitations 

couldn’t evaluate the effects of them. 

4.3.4 Item Representation 

We first represented all our items based on a customer vector. So each item is represented 

by the users who showed interest in these items. This was also helpful for us to compute item 

similarities by using this vector in adjusted cosine similarity metric. 

Then later on we decided that content information needs to be part of the item representation. 

Therefore we concluded to represent our items in two feature set where one is based on 

customers and second is based on content information that we retrieved from Bizztravel. This 

information is about the destination of the accommodation, type of the hotel, location of hotel 

with respect to beach, etc. 

4.3.5 User Modeling 

Similar to item representation we used more than one feature set for modeling users. Here 

one feature set was the holiday packages that user interested in. Second feature set was the 

search parameters and keywords that the user used in their searches. 

According to the type of users one of those features set would gain more importance than the 

other. For example for an user who makes lots of search but click on items from time to time, 

weight of interested items will be higher than search parameters, as a rare click on an item shows 

that that item is really important for that user. Then according to the weight of these feature sets 

more suitable recommendation algorithms will be used; which is item-to-item collaborative 

filtering in this example. 

Apart from these feature sets; we will also use from where the user accessed our application, 

and the home page of our application will contain recommendations according to the referrer 

type. For example the user entered our site from Google by making a search about Greece; then 

we will make recommendations that are related to the keyword Greece by using our algorithm 

based on search parameters. 

Also the order of the search parameters used in the search of users will affect the user 

modeling too. Each search parameter will have a weight according to the usage ratio. For 

example if user is making lots of searches where the “Destination” parameter changed 3 times 

but “Price” parameter stays constant; then the importance of “Price” parameter will have a 
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weight of 1/2 where each keyword for “Destination” parameter will have a weight of (1/2)/3 

which is 1/6.  

4.4 Recommendation Algorithms 

After explaining our design choices; we want to give the details of the recommendation 

algorithms that we will use in our project. We first start with explaining usage of our algorithms 

in a pure fashion; then in the end we will describe our hybrid technique where we combine these 

algorithms. 

4.4.1 Item-To-Item Collaborative Filtering: Amazon’s Algorithm 

In our recommendation algorithm; we decided to use a similar algorithm to the one used 

in Amazon’s recommendation process. It is an item-to-item collaborative filtering algorithm and 

it is composed of two phases; where the first phase executed off-line and the second-phase is 

executed on-line and makes the real recommendations. We gave the reasoning behind choosing 

this algorithm in section 4.3.1; readers could check that section again to refresh their mind. 

In our algorithm instead of matching similar customers; we match customer’s each interested 

items to similar items [60]. Then sort these similar items according to the weight given by our 

algorithm and returns the top-n result as the recommendations. We defined user interest 

according to the criteria we defined in section 4.2. 

In our algorithm; we build a similar items table and keep that table in the database as it is 

very huge to keep it in the memory. Similar item tables are computed by determining the items 

that attracts interests of the same customer. For increasing the computational efficiency; instead 

of iterating through all item pairs; we only choose items which has a common customer. This is 

because of the fact that; many product pairs don’t have common customers at all [60]. Also we 

use the weights that we computed for defining the interest of user’s into items. Here is the 

algorithm of our off-line phase:  

For each item h1, 

 For each customer C who are interested in h1, 

  For each item h2 that is interesting for C 

   Record that C is interested in i1 and i2 

 For each item h2 
Compute the adjusted cosine similarity of h1 and h2 by using the average ratings of 

customers 

 

For computing the similarity of related items; we used the well-established method of 

adjusted cosine similarity. Adjusted cosine similarity is an updated version of similarity method 

named cosine similarity. Cosine similarity method computes the cosine angle between the given 

two vectors. And here the given two vectors will be the related items. Each item is represented 

by m dimensions which hold the customers who are interested in this item. In adjusted cosine 

similarity average ratings of customers are also considered in computations for normalizing the 

differences in rating methods of users. Here is the formula for computing the similarity between 

items i and j [61] and Ru,i is the rating user u gives for item i and Ru is the average rating of the 

user u gives for items. 
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   Equation 1: Formula for Computing Adjusted Cosine Similarity 

 

The computation of the above algorithm will be done off-line. After analyzing the web logs 

of Bizztravel we have seen that; users are not using the web site during the night; as Bizztravel 

only works in Netherlands and Belgium; this gives us the chance to run our algorithm every-

night; and every morning we can make our recommendations with updated data. 

The worst case offline computation of the above algorithm is O (N
2
M) where N is the number 

of customers and M is items; but in practice it is much closer to O (NM), because most customers 

have interests in very few products [60]. 

After making this computation; in the online phase; our algorithm checks the current user’s 

interested items and comes up with recommendations that are most similar to those items. This 

computation is very quick as it is only a look-up operation from the database and only depends 

on the number of items the customer is interested in. 

This is only one part of our main recommender. This algorithm will be combined with our 

other algorithms; but in some scenarios it will be used purely. For example when the user 

directly clicks on an item after entering the website; we only know this information and by using 

this algorithm the user will be recommended similar items. But if a user clicks on a product after 

making some search; the user’s search terms beside the clicked item will be used for the 

recommendation.  

How we use these search terms will be described in the following section. Also as the main 

objective of Bizztravel in using this recommendation engine will be achieving their market 

goals; we will give them chance to promote particular products than others by letting them enter 

their promotion products to our knowledge-based component. These products entered by 

Bizztravel will have more weights and will be ranked in higher positions according to the current 

user’s preferences. 

4.4.2 Collaborative Filtering based on Search Terms 

Bizztravel uses an application for selling holiday packages that is based on a search 

mechanism which uses search facets. These search facets ranges from destination to price, 

location of the hotel to inclusive type, etc. Therefore these search mechanisms tells a lot about 

the user’s interests and they will be part of the user modeling; beside the interested items of 

users. 

Data analysis on the web logs of Bizztravel shows that; most of the users directly start 

searching for a holiday package before clicking on any of the holiday products. Therefore we 

thought of making recommendations based on the used search facets. This also solves the 

deficiencies of the item-to-item collaborative filtering described above as that algorithm always 

need users to show some interest in some items; however most of the users don’t click on any 

item before making couple of searches. 

Therefore while users making searches; we also try to recommend them holiday packages 

according to the keywords and search facets they used. In this approach we again used a 

collaborative filtering technique. This time we relate each item to search keywords. But as a 

result of the characteristics of search facets in these applications we also use contextual 

information such as “Price” and “Number of Travelers” implicitly. 
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For better illustration we will give an example how our algorithm works. After the user 

search for a holiday in Greece which doesn’t cost more than 300 Euros; the user clicked on the 

holiday package h1 and purchased that item. It means that the users who are looking for a 

holiday in Greece or looking for a hotel which doesn’t cost more than 300 Euros; could be 

interested in h1. Therefore we relate h1 to both of these keywords. We again used a weighting 

schema; so each parameter have different weight for their related items; i.e. if there are 10 users 

who clicked on h1 after making searches about Greece; keyword Greece for h1 will have the 

weight of 10. 

This computation will be done on-the fly; so when a user makes a search and clicks on an 

item; it will immediately be stored in the database and this will increase the quality of the 

recommendations. 

So when a new user enters Bizztravel and search for a holiday; according to the keywords 

they used; they will receive recommendations by getting the items which got most attention from 

other users who used same keywords. Here is the algorithm for this technique: 

 

 For each keyword k entered by the current user: 

  Add the top n items to recommended list r that are related to this keyword 

   [ If the added item is a new item, set its count to 1 

   Else increment its count ] 

 Return the top n item from the list r according to the count value of the items in the list. 

 

This algorithm will be used purely by itself; when there isn’t any information about users. 

For example if the users didn’t click on any item we can’t apply the above item-to-item 

algorithm; but when the users make searches we can use this algorithm and provide 

recommendations to the users. After the user starts showing some interests on some items; then 

this algorithm will be combined with item-to-item algorithm and users will get recommendations 

from both algorithms. 

We will combine these two approaches like this; we will come up with the similar items to 

the interested items of the users. Then these items will be ranked according to the relation to the 

search keywords users used and the top items will be recommended in the end. In the next 

section we will describe how we combine our algorithms in one hybrid model. 

4.4.3 Hybrid Model Based on User Models and Recommendation 
Algorithms 

For our recommendation engine; we will model the users on the fly according to their 

navigational behavior. We explained how we will do the user modeling in section 4.3.5, and as it 

is said over there the main component of our user models will be interested items and search 

keywords. Apart from them referrer URL that shows the link where the user came from will be 

part of user modeling too. 

So in our hybrid model; as long as user don’t show any interest on any item or make any 

search; we will try to make initial recommendations according to the referrer URL. Of course if 

the referrer URL doesn’t give any hint at us about user such as user accessed our application 

from a link from web portal; then we will wait for users to show some interest in items or make 

some search until we start making some recommendations. 
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Then if the user only makes search but not click on any item; we will make recommendations 

based on search keywords and otherwise if the user only clicks on items but don’t make any 

searches; then we will recommend items only according to the item-to-item filtering. 

However when user starts making some search and at the same time start clicking on items; 

then we will start to combine the results of our two algorithms to improve our recommendations. 

As soon as user started to show some interest in some items after making some searches; search 

keywords will be used as content or context information will be used in combination with item-

to-item filtering. In essence we will have two different similarity values for each item; one of 

them will be computed according to the customer vector and the other will be computed 

according to the content information. So in this example average of item similarities computed 

from customers and content will be taken; and top similar items will be recommended. 

In a similar fashion; after user show some interest in some items and make a search; then the 

recommended items that based on search keywords will be compared to interested items and 

most similar items to the known interested items will be displayed to the user. Here is the 

algorithm that we used in our hybrid algorithm: 

 

 Make one recommendation from the knowledge-based component; 

 Make one recommendation according to the latest action of users: 

  If it is a click on an item make recommendation according to the item to item 

  Else if it is a search; make recommendation based on the search terms 

Else if the user entered the site from another website by making search; make   

recommendations based on this refferer keyword. 

Make the remaining recommendations from either item-to-item or search term alogirthms 

proportional to the searches and clicked items of the user. (i.e. if the user only clicked on 

items but didn’t make any search, make all the recommendations from the item-to-item 

algorithm) 

 

Hybrid Recommendations in the Application: 

In our application, we will show 5 recommendations to each user in each page view. This 

is a requirement from Bizztravel and another requirement is that, they want to recommend their 

promotions more than ordinary items, so essentially in the recommendation process they want 

particular items to be pushed forward in the recommendation list.  

For achieving this we created a GUI tool for Bizztravel to put those promotions into our 

system, and from that tool they can enter destination values, price ranges so that when the users 

make searches, if the keywords matches with the keywords of promotions, these promotions will 

be recommended even though real algorithm wouldn’t recommend them. Bizztravel wants such a 

feature, because from some travel packages are only sellable in particular interval of dates, 

therefore they have to sell these packages before the end of these intervals. 

Also to make our recommendation engine dynamic, we wanted to give more importance to 

the last action of the user. Therefore in each page view, one of the recommended items will only 

be according to the last action of the user. This enabled us to come up with changing and 

dynamic recommendations. 

So in the end for each page view, one item will be recommended from the promotions of the 

company if there are any promotions, and one item will be recommended according to the last 

action of the user and the rest of the items will be recommended according to the user model. 

Figure 3 illustrates the working mechanism of our hybrid algorithm. 
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4.5 Mapping of the Implementation to the General Architecture 

In this section we will try to show which components of the architecture we gave for 

recommendation engine that we used in this master project.  We will do the mapping between 

our application and proposed architecture. Here is the architecture: 

 
Figure 7: The General Architecture for Recommender Engines 

4.5.1 Mapping of Current Version to the Modules in the Architecture 

1. Data Sources: 
a. Web Logs: Web logs of Bizztravel. 

b. User Database: Users Table in our Database 

c. Item Database: Waiting for Bizztravel to send the details of accommodations. 

2. User Model Generation: User models are generated on the fly as users navigate in our 

application by considering users’ search parameters, interested items, and link the users 

used to access our web site. 

3. User Models: Users are separated according to the search parameters they use most. Also 

from where the user came to our site is also stored in our user table to be used in the user 

models. 

4. Offline Phase: Update of the training data will be done in offline phase. Every night; the 

previous day’s logs will be added to our training data set (we plan to keep the last week 

of logs for training our recommender) and item similarities will be computed. 

a. Data Pre-processing 
i. Data Cleaning: Adversitement is responsible for main part of the data 

cleaning. Apart from them in our application we remove the sessions end 

with less than 5 clicks. 
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ii. Session Identification: Adversitement is responsible for it and our 

application gets the unique session ids which helps us to identify sessions. 

b. Session Files: In our application; we re-structure the Bizztravel log files into 

sessions. We keep session, search (searching through facets), transaction (view 

product, booking, etc.), users (identified by session id), item similarity (stores the 

item similarities for fastening the computations) information in different tables; so 

that recommendations can be done easily. 

c. Association Analysis, Pattern Extraction, Frequent Navigation Paths and 

Association Rules: These will not be implemented in this project; because the 

application we worked on is not suitable for it to do. Nevertheless making 

recommendations based on search terms uses techniques similar to association 

analysis where associate search keywords with items, and order of the search 

keywords will be used in the future which can be considered as a practice of 

frequent navigation paths. 

5. Online Phase: Actual recommendations to the users on the fly while they navigate in the 

application will be done by the modules in this component. 

a. Domain Experts: Guido Budziak who suggested to change our goal metric from 

increasing sales to leading users to the first step of purchase which is checking 

prices. Employees of Bizztravel also helped us by stating their requirements in 

our meeting where we convinced them into work with us for developing this 

project. 

b. Knowledge-Based Component: Bizztravel focuses on this component as they 

want full control on the recommendation process and wants to increase the weight 

of campaign products in the recommendations. This component will help them 

achieve their marketing objectives; it is a GUI based tool where the users will be 

able to easily update the importance of particular products; add campaign details, 

etc. 

c. Recommendation for Anonymous Users: For this application all the 

recommendations are based on anonymous users. Users are bound to the time of 

their sessions; and for every user who starts a new session is treated as a new user 

and except for the history stored in the current session, we don’t use any 

transaction history of users in our recommendations. In this module we will use 

hybrid model which consists of our recommendation algorithms and make 

recommendations according to the current user model.  

d. Recommendation for Identified Users: This module will not be implemented as 

this application only works with anonymous users. 

e. Contextual Information: In our algorithm where we make recommendations 

based on search terms; we implicitly use contextual information in our 

recommendations such as price, number of person, etc. We also evaluate how the 

recommendations are affected by separating recommendations into week and 

weekend days. 
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5 Evaluation Techniques 
In this section we will describe the evaluation techniques that we used to evaluate the 

performance of our system and give the results of our evaluations and interpretations of our 

results will be given in the end of the section.  

In the evaluation of our recommender engines; we come up with two different techniques. 

We used a technique similar to hit accuracy and another technique to compute average number 

of step reduction in holiday purchases.  

Our main goal in the evaluations is to determine whether hybrid algorithm has a better 

performance than pure collaborative filtering algorithm. Also we wanted to see the effect of 

using day type directly in the recommendations and to check whether using day type really 

improves the performance or not. 

Also because of the anonymous user and implicit feedback nature of our application; we had 

encountered with difficulties to evaluate our system. Because in our application we didn’t have 

any historical data for our users which leads to even more sparse data set which reduces the 

quality of our evaluation. The best approach would be running the application integrated with 

recommender engine in live environment and see how the users are navigating; but because of 

time limitations we couldn’t try it in this thesis. 

In applications where the users are identified and gives explicit feedback such as ratings; 

according to the interested items of the users the evaluations might be done rather easily. For 

example if the user gives ratings to 4 items; by using 3 of these 4 items to train the 

recommendation engine; according to the accuracy of predicting the rating of the last item the 

evaluation of the recommender might be done.  

However in our case as the determination of user interest was done through implicit feedback 

which is not reliable enough this evaluation technique resulted in low results and as the user 

models were only generated based on the clicks happened in one session; there weren’t enough 

data to understand the interest of users.  

To overcome this problem besides predicting the items that user might be interested in; we 

tried to evaluate whether we correctly determined if the items that the user liked are indeed 

similar to each other. So for example according to our determination of user interest technique; if 

the user liked 3 items; we check whether these 3 items are indeed similar to each other according 

to the adjusted cosine similarity method (similarity value bigger than 0 means that the items are 

similar where as negative values show dissimilarity). We will describe the details of each 

technique that we used in the evaluations in the following sections. 

5.1 Hit Accuracy Metrics 

There are traditional evaluation techniques for recommendation engines such as hit 

accuracy and rating prediction. However these techniques are based on explicit feedback. For 

example to compute the hit accuracies for rating prediction; the data set would be separated into 

training and test data. Then the recommender engine would be trained by using the training set, 

and it would try to predict ratings for the test data. Then the predicted ratings and real ratings 

would be compared to measure the accuracy of the recommendation engine. 

However in our case; as we don’t have any explicit feedback from users and we cannot keep 

the history of the transactions of users because of the anonymous nature of Bizztravel we have to 

use different techniques as we stated in the beginning of this section. But again as the traditional 

evaluation techniques; we separated our data set into training and test data. We trained our 
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recommender with the training set and perform the evaluation techniques on the test data. Below 

we will give the details of the data sets we used. 

Features of Data Set Training Data Test Data 

Beginning Date: 2009-05-10 02:00:00.0 2009-05-24 02:00:00.0 

End Date: 2009-05-24 02:00:00.0 2009-05-31 02:00:00.0 

Number of Rows: 108010 58635 

Number of Sessions: 10135 5793 

Number of Purchases: 183 73 

Number of Searches: 38904 21892 

Number of Accommodations: 293 291 
Table 2: Details of Training and Test Data Sets 

 

One of our goals in this project is to see the affect of contextual information for 

recommendations. Therefore we make evaluation under different context i.e. we separated the 

web logs into weekend and week days. We computed three different similarity values for items 

by making computations based on only week day, or weekend day or any day. Our goal is to see 

whether making recommendations based on week day or weekend day makes any improvement 

or not in the general performance compared to the performance achieved by using all data in 

recommendations. Here are the details for the training and test data with respect to weekend and 

week days. Figure 8 displays the distributions of number of sessions per number of searches.  

 Training Data Test Data 

Features of Data Set Week Weekend Week Weekend 

Number of Rows: 82075 25935 44687 13948 

Number of Sessions: 7734 2432 4504 1305 

Number of Purchases: 142 41 62 11 

Number of Searches: 29404 9500 16487 5405 

Number of Accommodations: 291 283 287 266 
Table 3: Details of Training and Test Data Set Separated into Week and Weekend Days 
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Figure 8: Search Distribution along the Sessions 

5.1.1 Definition of Hit Accuracy 

As traditional hit accuracy evaluation method based on rating-based applications; we 

needed modifications in it for making it applicable to our recommendation engine. Therefore we 

made some assumptions and determine user interest according to the assumptions we described 

in 4.2.4. 

We try to evaluate how successfully we are in predicting the users’ interested items. Our 

methodology works like this; for each interested item of users we recommend 5 products to users 

and check whether our recommended items include rest of the items that the user interested in. 

Requirements for measuring hit accuracy is that the user should at least view two items in a 

session so that we can predict the user’s interested items by making computations based on the 

previous viewed product of the user. Figure 9 explains our approach in the evaluation of hit 

accuracy. 

 
Figure 9: Evaluation of Hit Accuracy 

In this evaluation technique we only evaluate the performance of our “Item to Item 

Collaborative Filtering” Algorithm as we make all the recommendations in this evaluation by 

using this algorithm. 
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5.1.2 Results of Hit Accuracy for Pure Collaborative Filtering 

Here are the results for this evaluation technique. 

 

 Training 

Day Type: 

All Days 

Training 

Day Type: 

Week Days 

Training 

Day Type: 

Weekends 

Test Day Type : All Days %29 %31 %32 

Test Day Type : Week Days %28 %31 %31 

Test Day Type : Weekends %30 %32 %35 

Number of Sessions Used in 

Test Data Set 

389 286 108 

Table 4: Hit Accuracy Results 

5.1.3 Interpretation of Results 

As it can be seen our results didn’t have very high accuracy and actually this is 

reasonable if we consider the purpose of our algorithm and the evaluation technique. 

For making a proper interpretation of the results; we first need to understand what this 

evaluation technique evaluates. Traditional hit accuracy evaluation technique is mostly used for 

predicting what rating the user give to a new item considering the ratings the user have given for 

the other items. 

In this approach we extended this evaluation one step further and tried to guess which item 

the user would be interested in by considering their previous interested items. For doing so we 

first retrieved the most similar items to the users’ interested items and we checked whether the 

user really interested in those items later in their navigation. 

However this technique can not measure whether the items that we recommended to our 

users, was indeed interesting or wasn’t interesting at all. Because in the end our algorithm tries to 

recommend items that are most similar to the items the user interested in; but in the end it is 

highly possible that in their navigation users didn’t check all the similar items; but only checked 

items that are first presented to them in their search results. Therefore it is quite normal that the 

items that we suggested to our users don’t comply with what they really clicked on. 

Another drawback here was we didn’t use any content-based filtering but the search results 

shown to users were always content-filtered; and because of this characteristic of the web logs; it 

was pretty difficult for us to recommend same items to users clicked on their navigation.  

For example if we determined in our algorithm that a holiday GR1 from Greece and holiday 

TR1 from Turkey is indeed very similar; and if we recommended TR1 to a user who showed 

interest in GR1; it is highly possible that it will result in a low precision because of the content-

filtering nature of the application. As the user most probably clicked on GR1 because they 

searched for holidays in Greece; in the results they didn’t have TR1 and the user didn’t have any 

chance to show interest in that. 

Therefore we believe that if we filtered our results in the end according to the content 

information; we would have much higher accuracies; but this would also disorient us from our 

aim. Because this mentality is already presented in the application itself; as the search 

mechanism filters out all the results according to the given content information; and the 

recommendation engine should be showing other items that would get interest of users even 

though the recommended items don’t comply exactly with the given content information. 
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But also we are aware that; we should find a way to evaluate the performance of our engine 

and we decided to change our hit accuracy evaluation technique slightly and come up with the 

following evaluation technique which we called “Hit Accuracy for Evaluating the Success of 

Determination of Similar Items”. 

5.2 Hit Accuracy for Evaluating the Success of Determination of 
Similar Items 

This technique evaluated whether the recommended items to the users indeed similar 

with the items that the users showed interest or not. Our motivation in this technique it was very 

difficult for us to predict the exact items the user showed interest without considering content 

information.  

Therefore we needed a more realistic approach for evaluating our performance; and we 

determined that we should check whether we recommend items to users that are similar to the 

items that they show interest; and if it is the case it shows that our recommendation engine is 

successful in recommendation process. Because in a way it would complement the search 

mechanism of the application itself by recommending items that are similar to items the users 

showed interest but don’t have similar content information. As search mechanism itself is 

enough for showing results that already comply with the content information; our goal in the 

recommendation engine should be making a difference than this search mechanism by 

recommending similar items that don’t have to comply with content information. 

5.2.1 Definition of Hit Accuracy for Evaluating the Success of 
Determination of Similar Items 

As we used adjusted cosine similarity for calculating user similarity, positive similarity 

values shows that the given items are indeed similar. So in this evaluation technique we checked 

whether the recommended items and the items user showed interest have positive similarity 

values and we used the accuracy of these results as the performance indicator of our engine. In 

the next section we will give our results for this hit accuracy evaluation. 

5.2.2 Results of Hit Accuracy using Pure Collaborative Filtering for 
Evaluating the Success of Determination of Similar Items 

Here are the results for this evaluation technique. 

 

 Training 

Day Type: 

All Days 

Training 

Day Type: 

Week Days 

Training 

Day Type: 

Weekends 

Test Day Type : All Days %38 %40 %46 

Test Day Type : Week Days %37 %40 %47 

Test Day Type : Weekends %39 %43 %45 

Number of Sessions Used in 

Test Data Set 

1294 990 285 

Table 5: Hit Accuracy Results for Determination of Similar Items Using Pure Algorithm 
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5.2.3 Interpretation of Results 

Compared to the previous hit accuracy technique; results show that our recommender 

engine has better performance in predicting the similarities of items. Here it is also seen that 

contextual information plays a very important role in recommendation process. As can be seen 

there is %7-8 of improvement in the accuracies when the data set is trained with sessions from 

weekend days. We think this is a result of the fact that; users spend more time on search on 

weekends as they might have more free time; and this leads us to better determine the users’ 

interests on items. 

Another interesting fact here is that; we make better predictions in sessions that end in 

purchases. Our average accuracy in this case is %48. This shows that our algorithm gives more 

importance to items that are purchased which is requested by Bizztravel too. Improvement in the 

results is logical because we used a weighted algorithm to determine user interest; we put more 

weights to items that are purchased so this led us to make better connections between the 

interested items and the purchased items. 

In the next section we will show the results that we achieved using hybrid algorithm rather 

than pure algorithms. 

5.2.4 Results of Hit Accuracy using Hybrid Algorithm for Evaluating the 
Success of Determination of Similar Items 

Here are the results for this evaluation technique using hybrid algorithm. 

 

 Training 

Day Type: 

All Days 

Training 

Day Type: 

Week Days 

Training 

Day Type: 

Weekends 

Test Day Type : All Days %57 %54 %50 

Test Day Type : Week Days %58 %55 %50 

Test Day Type : Weekends %55 %50 %50 

Number of Sessions Used in 

Test Data Set 

1294 990 285 

Table 6: Hit Accuracy Results for Determination of Similar Items Using Hybrid Algorithm 

5.2.5 Interpretation of Results for Hybrid and Pure Algorithms 

As the results clearly show that, hybrid algorithm highly outperforms the pure algorithm; 

the difference between the hit accuracies is around %10-15. This result is not a surprise for us 

because of the following reasons: 

• Hybrid algorithms are able to model the real recommendation process better than 

pure algorithms as they take several perspectives into account which is the case in 

real life too. 

• Pure collaborative filtering was lacking the content information to make proper 

recommendations; because this application is based on content information 

search; therefore users are biased toward navigating in similar content space. 

Therefore not considering content information at all was producing 

recommendation from a larger content space than the user is navigating through 

which was decreasing the performance. 
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These results clearly show that in our application content information has a very important 

role, especially because of the fact that the application itself is driven through content 

information; our recommender must consider content information in the recommendations too.  

One might think that the best approach will be just making pure content based 

recommendations instead of hybrid recommendations, but we also applied a pure content-based 

algorithm to see the results and actually the results were not as high as hybrid recommenders 

(around %45). Therefore we preferred to use hybrid algorithm in our final product. Actually even 

the results of the content based algorithm was higher; we would still prefer to use hybrid 

algorithm as our goal here is to recommend items with varying features to users so that they see 

more than one type of options in navigation. The search mechanism of the application itself is 

quite enough for helping users navigate through a content-based item space.  

Therefore we concluded to use the hybrid model in our application so that we can 

recommend items to users which are interesting for them and also by collaborative filtering we 

hope to cover the item space more than a content-based algorithm. 

5.2.6 Comments on Affects of Contextual Information in the 
Recommendations 

Even though the results are not very high for any case in hit accuracy evaluations; there 

were still slight improvements in hit accuracies when the context information is considered. The 

hit accuracies improved to %31 from %29 when the recommendations are based on the training 

data captured from week days and results improved to %35 from %29 percent for weekend days. 

However for the hybrid case, it looks like the context information didn’t have any benefits for 

the recommender. 

Although the results are still not very high; it is obvious that putting contextual information 

into the algorithm improves the qualities of recommendations for pure collaborative algorithm. 

Especially if we consider that; this information is the only information used as context 

information in this algorithm as this algorithm purely based on collaborative filtering. These 

results point out the fact that this application is really affected a lot by content and context 

information. Also the results of the hybrid algorithm points out that the content information has 

more importance than context information actually; as the addition of content information to 

collaborative filtering definitely improved the results but the context information along with 

content information has no significant effect on the recommendations. This is quite normal as we 

described above several times that; the web logs we are using right now are affected a lot by 

content-space as users are directed in the web site purely by content information. 

Another interesting point here is that there are higher accuracies for weekend data than for 

week data. This could be explained by considering the fact that users have more time to focus 

into the application on weekends than week days. As in this algorithm we measured the users’ 

interest according to the number of clicks they made; it makes sense to have better accuracies in 

weekend than week days because; as people have more free time in weekend than week days; it 

is more likely for us to determine users’ interest in items correctly in weekend days. Because 

users would spend more time in items they are really interested in by clicking more on them to 

get details of it where as in week days it is more likely for users to just spend same amount of 

time on items to just get a quick glance on the options they have. 

We will continue with our comments about the importance of the contextual information in 

recommendation process in the section 5.3.4 after considering the results of step reduction 

evaluation. In the next section we will continue with this evaluation method. 
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5.3 Step Reduction Metric 

In this technique; we want to see the performance of our algorithm based on search terms. 

One of our goals in this project is to reduce the number of clicks in a website the user made to 

reach their goal. More specifically we want to reduce the search time user spent and led them to 

purchases.  

Our motivation behind this is that Bizztravel is not the only holiday website in Netherlands 

and they have many competitors and we want to reduce the chance of losing a potential customer 

as much as possible by leading them to items that they might be interested in. 

Here we only analyzed sessions end with a purchase; because these are the only type of 

sessions that we can exactly determine whether we made a correct recommendation or not. 

Because if a user purchased an item; it shows that the user liked that item; and from their 

previous search terms if we can suggest the purchased item to the user; it shows that we have 

created a link between these search terms and items. Then these links could be used to direct 

users to items that they might consider buying. 

5.3.1 Definition of Step Reduction 

We followed the following steps in our evaluation. We first retrieve all the sessions 

resulted with a purchase which has happened after making some search in the website. Otherwise 

if the purchase has happened without making any search; they are not considered which is 

reasonable; as these users already decided what they are looking for and they indeed don’t need 

any recommendation. 

For each search term used before the purchase; we recommended 5 holiday packages to user 

and check whether the purchased product is in the recommended items set. If so, we calculate in 

the real session how many more searches the user made after this search and the calculated 

number is the number of reduced step. Figure 10 is the illustration of our approach. 

 
Figure 10: Visualization of Step Reduction Evaluation 

5.3.2 Results for Step Reduction 

Here are the results for this evaluation technique. 

 

 Training Training Training 
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Day Type: 

All Days 

Day Type: 

Week Days 

Day Type: 

Weekends 

Test Day Type : All Days 1.82 2.10 0.35 

Test Day Type : Week Days 2.86 3.34 0.14 

Test Day Type : Weekends 0.00 0.00 0.66 

Number of Purchases Used 

in Test Data Set 

73 62 11 

Average Number of 

Searches Per Session 

4.68 4.57 5.03 

Table 7: Average Number of Step Reduction in Purchases 

5.3.3 Interpretation of Results 

Our results show that our algorithm is quite successful in predicting what the user will 

buy by considering the used search keywords. If we consider average number of searches 

happening; we see that almost in average we make approximately %40 of step reduction which is 

a very high amount considering the fact that even %5 increase is considered as significant 

improvement in research community.  

Interestingly our other algorithm; item-to-item collaborative didn’t seem to have the same 

success in prediction of items the user would be interested in; but our results here also support us 

in our claim that the web logs and the users’ navigation is affected too much by content 

information. As the search results given to users are exactly filtered according to the given search 

keywords; users are biased toward searching in same content space. 

Because of this fact our algorithm that takes content information more into account looks like 

have a better performance in predicting items that the user will show interest in than our item-to-

item collaborative filtering algorithm which doesn’t consider content-information at all. We can 

easily improve the results of our other algorithm by adding content-filtering to the algorithm 

itself but we prefer not to do that because as we stated above; we believe that recommendation 

engines should have a different working principles than search engines which doesn’t consider 

item space that don’t comply with the given search query vector. 

And our results actually made us believe that; we are on the right track as both of our 

algorithms in a way complement each other; i.e. algorithm based on search keywords is 

successful in making recommendations based on content information and item-to-item algorithm 

is successful in making recommendation of similar items to users’ interested items that have 

different content information. 

5.3.4 Comments on Affects of Contextual Information in the 
Recommendations 

From our results it is seen that; putting the type of day into the recommendation process 

improves the prediction accuracies. For week days it is seen that; if we make recommendations 

based on the training data that consists of week day transactions rather than using all data set; the 

step reduction improves to 3.34 from 2.86 which is almost an improvement of %16. The similar 

effect is also seen for the weekend days; but because of the limited data used in weekend data the 

results are not very reliable. Results show that for weekend days; average step reduction jumps 

0.6 from 0 which shows that using the whole data set for weekend data results in making wrong 

predictions. 
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These results support our claim about the importance of the usage of contextual information. 

It is obvious that considering contextual information while making recommendations improves 

the qualities of recommendations. Usage of contextual information such as “Price” and “Number 

of Travelers” implicitly in our algorithms resulted in high accuracies for predicting products that 

the users purchased. 

Especially separation of day types and improvements in the recommendations process shows 

that users have different navigation behaviors under different context information which is the 

day type in this case. It shows that users’ decision in making purchases on week days are 

different than on weekend days.  

These results should be reflected on the recommendations engine models. For example for 

users in week days, recommending holiday packages that complies with the search keywords 

would improve the satisfaction of customers and recommending holiday packages with varied 

characteristics would be more suitable for customers in weekend as they prefer to analyze all 

their options before making a purchase. 

5.4 Comments on User Anonymity 

Recommendations engines were mostly used in application areas where the users can be 

identified and there have been lots of researches in this area for identified users. However there 

are still not many researches going on for making recommendations based on anonymous users. 

Even more importantly most of the evaluation techniques for evaluating performance of 

recommendations engines are designed for identified users and new techniques are needed for 

anonymous user based recommendation engines. 

For example as stated above one of the most famous evaluation technique is hit accuracy and 

with its current version; it is very difficult to apply it for our case because this method requires 

explicit ratings from users and then it has enough data for evaluating recommenders. However 

we don’t have any explicit feedback from users and we just try to come up with our schema to 

determine the users’ interest on items which is biased because of unreliability of implicit 

feedbacks; such as counting on number of clicks as a sign of interest can lead to poor results 

because it actually doesn’t tell whether the user really liked the item or not. 

Also the problem of sparse data in general recommender engines is even a bigger problem 

with anonymous user space; because here the data set becomes even sparser. As even though the 

different sessions can belong to same users because of anonymity we can’t determine that and 

this reduces the chance of understanding similarities of items between each other. Therefore in 

many cases making recommendations based on item-to-item filtering is not possible as there 

isn’t any information about most of the item pairs.  

Nevertheless usage of content and context information can reduce the deficiencies in these 

cases as our application is a very content-dependent one; usage of content information can help 

us make better recommendations easily and provides us a solution for dealing with sparse data 

set. Also usage of context information helps us making better connections between the similar 

users. Even a simple separation such as separation of day types helps us improve our 

recommendations by modeling our recommender with users who are more similar to current 

users. 
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6 Conclusions 
In this section we want to present our conclusions that we learned from this project. In 

the end we explained how this project might be improved and we tried to guide the interested 

researchers who want to work in this field. 

6.1 Pure Algorithms vs. Hybrid Algorithms 

Our results showed that in our application hybrid algorithm which combines the content 

and collaborative filtering performs much better than pure algorithm (hybrid outperforms pure 

collaborative filtering by almost 15%). We expected to have a result like this; because pure 

collaborative filtering doesn’t consider the content information at all which creates a lot of 

deficiency as content information is used a lot in the application itself. As our application was 

driven by the search mechanism; content information has high importance and the navigation 

behavior of users is highly influenced by the content information. Therefore a pure algorithm 

which doesn’t use content information will lack from it. On the other hand our hybrid algorithm 

combined collaborative filtering with content information and this led to much better results.  

In our opinion, hybrid recommenders in most of the cases would outperform pure algorithms 

because of the nature of recommendation process. The main goal of researchers is to model the 

recommendation process so that it can be automatically performed by computers. Therefore the 

modeled process should reflect all the properties of the real recommendation process that is 

performed between people.  

This real recommendation process is a very complex procedure which cannot be modeled by 

pure algorithms which only consider one part of recommendation process such as considering 

only content information or considering only social effect by collaborative filtering. In a real 

recommendation process; people consider tons of issues ranging from content to context such as 

season, weather and companion information and from friendship type to history of our friends 

and even more. For example when people recommend a movie to their friends; they first 

consider which movies are watched by these friends, what type of movies they liked, with whom 

they will watch this movie, when will they watch it and etc.  

As you can see we considered a lot of different issues while making recommendations and 

therefore in the recommendation model these issues should be considered too. Hybrid algorithms 

even though still not enough to reflect all dimensions due to the complexity of the real process; 

are the best approaches for covering the most of the dimensions in the recommendation process. 

6.2 Importance of Content and Context Information 

Recommendation engines can be seen as suggesting items to users that might be 

interesting for users. In this process the most important thing is the representation of users and 

items. About users most of the time we don’t have too much information and because of the 

complexities users are tried to be mapped to the items so that items corresponding to the 

interested items of the users or suited to the user profile can be recommended. So in this 

approach the representation of items is very important and the most important feature set of the 

representation is content which describes the items in terms of properties that separates them 

from the rest of the item space such as describing a music album in terms of genre, artist etc. 

One advantage of the items is that; they are most of the time static their features don’t 

change; such as a music song will always have the same artist and same duration. However 

important issue here is selecting the correct feature space so that it really represents the item 
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correctly and it really separate it from the rest of the item space. Especially for the separation of 

items from each other, some items can be represented with a different feature set which can 

describe the context of the item. For example in our application; hotels from same region has 

more or less same content information but some of these hotels are more suitable for travelers 

looking for a cheaper holiday whereas some are more suitable who are looking for a place to stay 

with a  crowded group.  

In our application we achieved this feature by mapping items to search parameters such as 

recommending a holiday package to a user looking for eight person room after seeing that this 

recommended hotel is clicked on a lot by the visitors searching for an eight person room. So 

therefore in our application we represented our items in both content (destination, all inclusive, 

etc.) and context information (price range, number of person, etc.). 

We believe that by doing so we created an opportunity to map the users to the items 

according to the context and content they are looking for. For example if we only know the user 

is looking for a holiday in Bulgaria; it is not easy for us to make good recommendations but as 

soon as the user start showing some sign that the user is actually interested in a cheap holiday; 

then we can recommend cheaper holidays from other countries to the user too. Therefore we 

believe that content and context information should always be part of the recommendation 

process. 

Also our results showed that integration of context (5% improvement in hit accuracy) and 

content information (%15 improvement in hit accuracy) to the pure collaborative filtering 

improves the performance of our recommender. Integration of both content and context improves 

the results by 10%; so integration of content rather than both content and context has a better 

effect. This might be a result of the fact that our application and the usage data that we used to 

train our recommender is highly influenced by content information as the users are navigated 

through the website by content information. 

Unfortunately in our application we couldn’t test the effect of knowledge based component 

even though we implemented it. This is because we didn’t have time to collaborate with the 

domain experts to put their campaigns into our knowledge based component. Also because of 

Bizztravel’s requirements on the knowledge based component, it isn’t implemented in a way to 

improve the results but to recommend promotions of the company regardless of what the user is 

searching for. 

6.3 Remarks on Working with Implicit Feedback 

One of the biggest problems in recommendation engines is the reluctance of users in 

giving explicit feedback. Even in better cases where the users give feedback such as reviews; 

they are not easy to be used as they are not understandable by computers and need advanced 

natural language processing. The problem here is that recommendation engines have to get some 

feedback from users so that according to them recommendations can be displayed to users. So 

one solution to getting feedback is not asking directly from the users but just guessing it 

according to the navigation behavior of the users and that is exactly what we tried to do in our 

application. 

According to the items the users clicked on, according to the keywords the user entered; our 

system tries to model the users so that we can recommend items similar to these created models. 

However we also suffered from the known problem of implicit feedbacks which is unreliability 

of them. Nice thing about explicit feedback is that when the users click on the I like it button, it 

means that the user really liked the item; however for the implicit feedback case; if the user spent 
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ten minutes on viewing an item it doesn’t necessarily mean that the user really liked the item but 

it can also mean that the user went to toilet. 

Unreliability of the implicit feedback created a lot of problems for us in the determination of 

the users’ interest on items and in the end we decided to use number of clicks on an item for 

determining user interest. However we are aware that even this criterion is not very reliable but 

at least we saw that our results got improved with this approach compared to our previous trials 

where we used click on an item regardless of how many times it is clicked as a sign of interest. 

Nevertheless we concluded that for the recommendation engines the best approach is 

motivating users to give explicit feedbacks because these feedbacks are the most reliable facts 

that recommendations can be made upon. For the motivation of the users we believe that best 

approach would be making the users feel that they are part of a community and made them 

believe that they are incorporating into something and their community is improved by their 

feedback.  

So the idea in this context should be improving the interaction between the users so that they 

don’t see giving feedback as a task but as a way of improving the environment they are working 

in. And of course giving feedback should be very easy such as just clicking on a link and should 

not interfere with the navigation of the user. One example could be the “Liked It” link of 

Facebook; where the user can easily click on it and it doesn’t even need page refreshment. It is 

seen that many users are using this link to show their interest on the objects they find interesting 

in their friends’ pages. This might be a result of the fact that after showing this kind of interest, 

users get feedback from their friends too; so in a way giving feedback is not a task for the user 

but is an initiation for starting a social activity. This approach should be applied in 

recommendation engine based applications to improve the interaction between users and 

application which will lead to better recommendations. 

6.4 General Remarks about Recommendation Engines 

While working in this project we encountered with lots of difficulties and these 

difficulties made us understand the obstacles in front of recommendation engines and what are 

needed for recommendation engines. Here in this section we want to share these insights with 

you. 

First of all in the development process we understand that our application has a rather 

different characteristic than the famous applications such as Amazon and Last.fm. From the 

beginning we were aware of the fact that the item space in Amazon was much larger than our 

system and for them the main difficulties were encountered with scalability. But later we see that 

the huge difference in item space is not the only difference with our application as in these 

applications the interaction with the users, the transaction frequency is much higher compared to 

our application.  

For example in Amazon; a user can visit the web site any time in the year; and can come next 

day to check another product right after buying an item. However in our application; as it only 

sells summer holiday packages; most of the times users only use this website for one time i.e. 

after purchasing a holiday the users don’t use the website until next year. Therefore this makes 

recommendation process difficult for us; because the real sign of interest about items is 

purchasing and as soon as we learn something important about our customer we were losing the 

chance to make recommendations to them as they stop using the application. So we concluded 

that recommendation engines are not suited very well for applications where the transaction 

frequency is low. 
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Because of this observation we believe that; recommendation engines are more suitable for 

applications where the transaction and interaction frequency are higher. And of course having a 

larger item space is also an advantage for recommendation engines; because with larger item 

space users have really no chance to see all the products; so a clever recommendation engine can 

come up with the most relevant items for the users. However in our case the item space was 

rather small around 400; and if the user already has a destination in mind the item space was 

reduced to only 20 items and after that there is no use of using recommendation engines; because 

most often the users would just look at the details of each item and choose the best one. 

Another important concept is determination of user interest. We already discussed this issue 

in section 6.3 but here we want to briefly go over it again. This is a very important issue 

especially for recommender systems working with implicit feedback because in these 

applications there isn’t a standard method for understanding the users’ preferences and the 

developer itself needs to determine the criteria for indication of interest.  

Some of the implicit feedback measures for measuring the interest are duration spent on a 

page, number of clicks etc. Actually the best criteria might be time spent on a page as it really 

reflects how much the user really interested in an item; but in our application and actually in 

most of the applications in internet, time spent couldn’t be used because if the user opened 

several pages at the same time in different tabs, all of them will have the same starting time and 

even though the user only looks at one page at a time; it seems like user spent more time on other 

pages opened in different tabs. This is a difficult problem to solve for developers because most 

of the web mining techniques can’t calculate exactly how much the user spent looking at a page; 

and web mining techniques should be improved to measure this correctly. 

Regardless of the type of feedback i.e. implicit or explicit; for a recommendation engine to 

work properly users should be able to express their interest on items and these signs should be as 

reliable as possible. For example rating based systems compared to implicit feedback based 

systems are much more reliable. Recommendation engines are not suitable for applications 

where users cannot show their interest on items therefore the application developers need to find 

ways for providing environments to the users so that users can express their interests on items. 

6.5 Future Work 

We finished our application but research in this field is far away from ending and there 

are still lot of potential and opportunities for improving this project. First of all in our system all 

the evaluations are applied through theoretical techniques but the real performance of our system 

can only be seen when it is applied in real environment and see how the users are using our 

recommendations. 

Apart from that user interest could be determined by learning how long the user viewed each 

page rather than number of clicks. However to achieve this web mining phase should be 

improved to understand exact time the user spent on each page. 

Also we believe that affect of contextual information on the recommendations should be tried 

in different applications too and our application should be modified to be worked in an identified 

user environment; so that recommendations can be based on history of users rather than only 

making recommendations based on the current session. In this thesis; one of our main objective 

was to see how the recommenders perform with anonymous users; but we believe that working 

with identified users would improve the performance of recommendation engines; as the user 

models will be more reliable and complete than anonymous users. Also the evaluation of the 

recommender engine will be more reliable as the evaluation techniques such as hit accuracy are 
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more trustable when it is used with identified users’ data. In this new application the developed 

recommender can contain all the modules that are given in our general architecture. 

Frequent navigation pattern analysis can also be applied in our application for making 

recommendations according to the search path of the users. For example there might be 

commonly used search paths in this application, then for the new users who might be on the 

same track with these popular paths; recommendations or guidance in their navigation might be 

given to these users. 

Another good approach will be running the current application of Bizztravel with our 

recommender engine in live environment and collect the data of the developed application. Then 

using this data the same evaluations should be applied to see whether the recommendation 

engine itself is performing better or not. This will reduce the dependency to the content 

information in the system as the current application heavily depends on it and with this approach 

the real importance of recommendation modules i.e. collaborative filtering, content, context 

information, etc. will be measured better. 

In the end it is obvious that there are still lots to do for improving the performance of our 

recommender by determining the user interest with different techniques; or making 

recommendations using different context information such as price, number of travelers rather 

than week day type and hopefully in the future researchers will achieve better results by applying 

new techniques.  
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